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John Lubin Ranch near Conifer. The Lubins were
among the many area ranchers who raised
abundant hay harvests and sold the surplus to
feed livestock and draft animals..
Jefferson County Historical Society

Cover: Herzman Ranch (1974) – homesteaded by
Johhny Everhardt. Bought by Charles and Anna
Matilda Herzman, 1890. Located southwest of
Lone Peak, between Bear Mountain and North
Turkey Creek.
Jefferson County Historical Society

Stars are aligning in 2017

As I write this, the summer solstice is upon us. While we’re
not even halfway through the year, the Jefferson County
Historical Commission (JCHC) is basking in the glow
of some major advancements. With the support of our
County Commissioners - Libby Szabo, Casey Tighe and Don
Rosier, their assistant Kyle Ennenga and Development and
Transportation Director Jeanie Rossillon – we have just filled
three openings on our board – sooner than expected!
First, our current secretary, Bonnie Scudder, has been
reappointed to serve another term in District 3. A resident
of Pine, she is the author of The Secrets of Elk Creek: Shaffers
Crossing, Staunton State Park, and Beyond, self-published in
2013. A fifth-generation Coloradan, she chairs the committee
asked to research and develop the Judges Wall display
representing the history of the 1st Judicial District of Colorado
and she is an avid volunteer for Staunton State Park.
Second, we’ve recruited Steve Engle to fill a vacancy in District
2. Currently retired, Engle serves as the sexton for Rockland
Church and Cemetery and holds a master’s in history and
preservation from the University of Colorado, Denver.
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Third, we’ve added two new at-large members, John
Steinle and Richard Scudder. Former administrator
of Hiwan Heritage Museum and Park and History
Education Supervisor for Jeffco Open Space, Steinle coauthored Stockades in the Wilderness: The Frontier Forts
and Settlements of Southwestern Ohio, 1788-1795, and
just finished writing Evergreen for Arcadia Publications.
As an added bonus since 1975, he has been a member
of many different living history and reenactment
groups such as the 1st Colorado Volunteers Civil War
unit. Richard Scudder, a volunteer at Staunton State
Park (and Bonnie’s husband), is a former business and
information technology professor. We are blessed with
these new additions to our board!
Next, it’s time to beam some light on the rest of our
members. In order of the length of their service: Rita
Peterson (1981, Chair of the Hall of Fame and Writers’
Award programs); Deborah Andrews (2000, architect
and historic preservation specialist); Richard Gardner
(2005, past president of Golden Landmarks Association);
Margaret T. Chapman (2007, Jeffco’s Public Trustee and
Editor of Historically Jeffco); Lee Katherine Goldstein
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(2016, JCHC Vice Chair, webmaster and an
attorney with Fairfield & Woods, Denver); Leda
Thaler (2016, photographer, former marketing
and communications director and volunteer
at Lakewood Heritage Center). And our much
appreciated, ever-helpful Jeffco Staff liaisons
include Dennis Dempsey and Doyle Harrison
from Planning & Zoning and Ronda Frazier from
IT Services/Archives.
With winter just around the corner, we’re
ready for a short hibernation…but not for
long. In May, we’ll be back hosting the Historic
Preservation Symposium and in October, the
Hall of Fame. In between, we’ll be gathering
up facts and fables for the next edition of
Historically Jeffco, and continuing to educate
others about Jefferson County’s rich heritage.
Rest assured, while the work never stops, the
rewards are worth every bit of the effort.
Cynthia Shaw
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Landscape shaped the settlement of Jefferson County

M

y first reflections on Jefferson County’s history began during long hikes in
the foothills when I stumbled across
the remnants of wooden structures, mines, foundations and rusted equipment. Seeing these relics from the frontier days made me wonder what
drew the pioneers to Colorado. What steered
them up to the mountains? I imagined what Jefferson County must have looked like to early settlers of the region with its rolling foothills and
majestic table mountains, and I imagined the
hardships they faced as they explored and settled
the land.
My early interest in local history grew into fascination as I spent more time researching and writing about it. As my knowledge grew, I applied
for and was appointed to the Jefferson County
Historical Commission where I currently serve
as Vice Chair.

Placer mining
Jefferson County
Historical Society

Learning area history has taught me that the
mountains, foothills and plains themselves are
what lured the pioneers and inspired them to
settle and develop this area. Our land is rich in
resources: precious metals, wildlife, water, fertile
soil, minerals, rock, clay and wooded forests.
It was Colorado’s magnificent landscape that
helped populate Jefferson County and played
the leading role in shaping its history.

by Lee Katherine Goldstein

Furbearing wildlife drew frontiersmen
Early frontiersmen were drawn to Colorado by
its abundant furbearing wildlife including deer,
otter, raccoon, muskrat, mink, wolf, fox and –
most importantly – beaver. Mountain men rode
throughout Colorado to hunt, catch and sell
the pelts of these animals. Interest in the Rocky
Mountain region grew after the Lewis and Clark
expedition returned in 1807 with descriptions of
the lands and of 178 previously unknown species
of plants and 122 new animals including coyotes, mountain beavers and grizzly bears. Beaver hunting was at its height in Colorado from
1820 to 1840. By 1840 the beaver population
was decimated almost to the point of extinction.
Discoveries of gold brought pioneers
Gold Strike Park, Arvada – In 1850 Lewis
Ralston made the first discovery of gold in an
unnamed creek near present day Arvada. Smallscale prospecting followed in the form of panning
and placer mining along the creeks that wound
their way down from the mountains. Soon prospectors picked their way up into the mountains,
guided by the belief that greater deposits of gold
could be found there. In 1857, financial panic
swept America. Thousands of people were left
unemployed and homeless. Some hardy men
decided to head west to California, lured by stories of gold and land covered in riches. Along
the way, news of Colorado’s gold strikes caused
many men to stop their journey in Colorado to
seek their fortunes here rather than continuing
to California.
Clear Creek placer mines – In November 1858,
new placer gold mines were opened on Clear
Creek near North Table Mountain. News of the
discovery of gold in Clear Creek swept the nation drawing even more people to the region. As
prospectors traveled deeper into the mountains
and began working claims, small mining town
settlements and supply towns soon followed.
Pioneers built wagon roads to make it easier to
haul equipment through the foothills and into
the mountains and to haul out precious metals.
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Road builders charged tolls and operated toll
houses at various places along the way to the
mines. At the mouths of the foothills’ canyons,
small settlements cropped up to supply prospectors on their way into the mountains. Golden
began as a supply town and quickly grew into an
established city. Other supply towns have been
lost to time, including Arapahoe City, Mount
Vernon Town, Apex settlement, Rocky Mountain City and Golden Gate City.

Farming encouraged settlement
Van Bibber Park, Arvada, Jeffco Open Space –
Pioneers were first attracted to Arvada by news
of the discovery of gold which had been found
along Ralston Creek. By 1859, approximately 50
men were working on the creek west of Arvada.
The newcomers found that the area’s land, soil
and climate were favorable for growing grains,
vegetables and small fruits. By 1860 more than
30 land claims had been filed in the Ralston/
Clear Creek valley by these and other men who
stayed to farm the land and establish a home.
Grains grown in the area included corn, wheat,
oats and barley. Celery, tomatoes, peas, strawberries and onions also grew well in the fertile
valley. Farming communities began to thrive in
this area. The City of Arvada was established in
1870.
Dinosaur fossils drew scientists
Arthur Lakes Quarry – Dinosaur Ridge, Matthews/Winters Park, Jeffco Open Space – Arthur Lakes was a geology professor at the School
of Mines in Golden. As he recalled in his lecture
in March of 1878 called The Age of Reptiles
in Colorado, Lakes was taking measurements
with a colleague on one of the hogbacks near
Golden when they discovered giant fossilized
bones. They found “a prodigious vertebra, 2
feet 4 inches long, sculpted on the sandstone,”
a “huge thigh bone shaped like a huge Herculean war club” and other smaller bones. Further
exploration of the hogback yielded more thigh
bones and some great ribs, five feet long and four
inches in diameter. He sent these and other fossil
discoveries to Othniel Charles Marsh, paleontology professor at Yale University. Marsh identified the bones they discovered on the hogback

on that excavation as belonging to creatures he
called Atlantosaurus and Diplosaurus. Later discoveries in the quarry on the hogback included
teeth, vertebrae and long spines, which were six
to eight inches long and belonged on the ridge of
the back of the Stegosaurus Armatus.

Pre-1880 scenic view
of Golden, looking
South
Jefferson County
Historical Society

The hogback outside Golden where the dinosaur
bones were found is called Dakota Ridge. Today,
it is better known as Dinosaur Ridge and is part
of Jefferson County Open Space’s Matthews/
Winters Park. The discovery of fossils near Golden sparked a dinosaur “gold rush” as scientists
and explorers strove to discover and excavate the
remains of these great “Saurian” creatures.
Works cited:
Jefferson County Colorado: The Colorful Past of a Great Community,
Sara E. Robbins, pp. 36-37
School of Mine Lectures, The Age of Reptiles in Colorado, Delivered
by Prof. Arthur Lakes, March 29, 1878, Golden, Colorado, Colorado
Transcript, April 10, 1878, Colorado Historic Newspapers
Collection, Colorado State Library

Dinosaur footprints
on the Hogback
Jefferson County
Historical Society
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Jefferson County settlers shaped the landscape

A

s a manager with Jefferson County Open
Space, part of my job is to patrol our
parks – greeting our visitors and monitoring the landscape for visitor safety concerns
or potential damage to the landscapes we’ve preserved. As I travel from park to park and hike
our trails, I note all the ways humans worked to
manipulate and control the very landscape and
natural resources that brought us here. Every day
I am reminded that landscape certainly shaped
Jeffco history, but Jeffco history is often a story
of humans shaping the landscape around them
to better fit human need and human inspiration.
Below right: Ernest
Apel farm near
present day W. 45th
& Wadsworth, Wheat
Ridge. Circa 1893.
Jefferson County
Historical Society

Wooden flume,
Welch Ditch, Clear
Creek Canyon Park
Jeffco Open Space
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Early settlers changed water flow to grow
crops
Water and our need for it has many visible historic markers throughout the county. Arguably
the most notable is Welch Ditch. Many motorists fail to notice the vertebrae-like timbers
clinging to the south wall at the mouth of Clear
Creek Canyon. Welch Ditch is one of the earliest
and most important water suppliers of Jefferson
County. Construction started in 1870 with the
hope of delivering agricultural, domestic and industrial use water to Jeffco
residents and specifically
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by Mary Ann Bonnell, Jefferson County Open Space

Golden residents. Visitors to Clear Creek Canyon Park can hike the earthen ditch and the cement flume to access Canal and Twilight Zone
crags where today’s climbers have manipulated
the landscape with fixed hardware affording
them the opportunity to challenge themselves
to a rock climb up the steep sides of the canyon. The timber portion of the ditch is currently
closed due to safety concerns. Jeffco Open Space
hopes to reopen the ditch as a hiker only loop off
the Peaks to Plains trail.

Settlers manipulated land to grow crops,
build shelters
In addition to a need for water, the growing Jeffco population manipulated the land for food
and building materials. Settlers learned to turn
landscape into money by harvesting and selling
timber, ice and wildlife. They tilled the soil to
grow crops. They introduced European plants
such as timothy hay, smooth brome and alfalfa
to improve the forage value of the landscape
while immediately changing the habitat value
for native species.
The following excerpts from the 2016 Ranches of
Jeffco Open Space exhibit at Hiwan Museum tell
this part of humans shaping the landscape:
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Meyer Ranch, Meyer Ranch Park, Jeffco Open
Space – Originally homesteaded by Canadian
Duncan McIntyre in the early 1860s, 460 acres
were purchased by Louis Ramboz in 1883. Ramboz used the land for timber, hay and cattle. He
also built the Midway House in 1889. Located
halfway between Denver and Fairplay, it served
as a hotel. Ralph Kirkpatrick bought the land in
1912 and operated it as a working ranch until
the 1940s. Covert Hopkins operated a ski area
on Mount Legault – affectionately known as Mt.
Lugo – from 1938 to 1944. Remnants of the ski
area are still visible.
Flying J Ranch, Flying J Ranch Park, Jeffco
Open Space – The property that is now Flying J
Ranch was primarily settled by William Hagen
in 1874 and Ernest Hicks in 1886. Other landowners were the Anderson, Elliot and Wallick
families. For their livelihood, these homesteaders
raised cattle, horses, hay and root crops as well as
harvesting timber and ice.
Elk Meadow, Elk Meadow Park, Jeffco Open
Space – Originally homesteaded by Robert
Strain in 1870, what is now Elk Meadow was
purchased in 1905 by the three Johnson brothers. Their first potato crop was enough to pay
for the purchase. The brothers ran a blacksmith
shop in addition to raising turkeys, ducks and
cattle and selling cream, hay and Christmas
trees. They also kept a pet bear in a cage; after its
death, they tried to sell the meat to their neighbors but nobody bought it because they felt they
would be eating the family pet.
Alderfer Ranch, Alderfer Three Sisters Park,
Jeffco Open Space – The Alderfers raised Black
Angus cattle until 1968 then boarded horses
until 1986. They also ran a sawmill and grew
hay as well as raised silver and white foxes until mink became the fur of choice. In 1962 they
opened the gates and released the last 30 foxes
on the property; for the next several decades it
was common to see silver foxes in the area. The
last shipment of 15 pelts sent to New York took
30 months to sell at less than $500 apiece, half
the normal price. They also allowed community
recreation on the land, such as cross-country skiing, a towrope for downhill skiing, rock climbing and picnicking.

Concluding thoughts on landscape’s
impact
As we think about landscape shaping humans
and humans shaping landscape, I encourage you
to experience our landscapes, visit some of these
historic structures and find out how the stories
of the past can shape our current lives. One of
my favorite things is to stop and take a water
break at the Walker Ruins at West Mount Falcon. It gives me joy and hope to hear our visitors
talk about the inspiration that is evident in every
window frame. In one man’s ruins many others
find peace, beauty and inspiration for their daily
lives. Isn’t that why we all live in Jefferson County? Even if we don’t get to be in it every day, the
mountain backdrop gives us daily inspiration
and shapes our present-day lives.

E.J. Alderfer (left)
raised silver and
white foxes on the
Alderfer Ranch until
the early 1960s.

Works cited:
Historic Significance of the Welch Ditch, Richard Gardner

Walker Castle Ruins,
Castle Trail, Mount
Falcon Park

Ranches of Jeffco Open Space, Meghan Vickers, 2016

Jefferson County
Historical Society

Jeffco Open Space
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14th Annual JCHC Symposium – successful, informative

T

he Jefferson County Historical Commission (JCHC) continued its 14-year
run of symposiums that have furthered
historic preservation in Jefferson County.
This year, JCHC teamed up with Jeffco Open
Space to present how Landscape Shapes History.
Held Saturday, May 13, at Timbervale Barn at
Hiwan Heritage Park in Evergreen, the day offered perfect weather for the more than 70 attendees.
Symposium
speakers gave
presentations on
how landscape
shaped the
settlement of the
county and how
settlers changed
the landscape to
take advantage
of Colorado’s
abundance of
natural resources
including rock,
minerals, gold,
water, soil and
timber. (Andrea
Keppers top right,
Don Finley middle
right, Bob Raynolds,
bottom right)
Panel discussion
left to right: Cynthia
Shaw, Bud Weare,
John Steinle, Elaine
Hayden, Mary Ann
Bonnell
all photos Leda Thaler
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Four speakers discussed how landscape has
shaped the settlement of Jefferson County, including how settlers changed the landscape to
take advantage of Colorado’s natural resources
and how they built upon it to give us Jefferson
County today.
Bob Raynolds, research associate at Denver
Museum of Nature & Science, spoke on geology and paleontology. Using his broad experience and knowledge of the Colorado Basin in
the front range, he presented fun facts on how
the topography of Jefferson County was formed.
Don Finley, an area prospector, talked about how
the formation of the landscape created prospecting opportunities that brought the Gold Rush to
Jefferson County.
Andrea Keppers, Jeffco Open Space education
specialist, discussed how residents started using
the land for ranching after mining dwindled.
She also discussed how Open Space areas such
as Three Sisters and Hiwan started as ranches.
As time progressed, these ranches became part of
Open Space for residents to enjoy.
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by Sarah Rosenberg

Cynthia Shaw, Boettcher Mansion director and
JCHC Chair, spoke on Arts and Crafts Architecture. Arts and Crafts Architecture was a commonly used style in the early 1900s that utilized
the landscape around it to create beautiful places
such as Boettcher Mansion.
After the speakers, a panel discussion included
John Steinle, former administrator of Hiwan
Museum; Mary Ann Bonnell, Open Space Visitor Services Manager; Bud Weare, retired historian; Elaine Hayden, president of the Jefferson
County Historical Society and Shaw.
After an information filled morning and a delicious lunch on the lawn, guests were invited
to tour the Hiwan Museum. Be on the lookout
early next year for information on the 15th Annual JCHC Symposium.
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Making history: Staunton State Park’s Track Chair Program

A

rchibald and Rachael Staunton were
both doctors who came to Colorado in
the early 1900s and began visiting the
Elk Creek Valley as early as 1910. The Stauntons
were enchanted with the wild mountain valley
and began acquiring plots of land which finally
amounted to 1720 acres. They spent many summers at the ranch and treated many of the local
residents over the years, including patients with
tuberculosis. Their daughter, Frances Staunton,
donated the ranch to the Colorado State Parks
in 1986, setting the opportunity for their service
and healing legacy to continue.
That healing legacy is now being continued
through the Track Chair Program at Staunton
State Park. The first track chair was donated by
the nonprofit Friends of Staunton State Park in
October of 2016. It was followed quickly by a
second chair in January of 2017. A ceremony
inaugurating both chairs was held on May 27,
2017.
The Track Chair Program was inspired by Mark
Madsen, a resident of Elk Falls Ranch next door
to the park. In 2001 Mark was paralyzed from
the neck down in an automobile accident. Prior
to the accident Mark was a frequent hiker in the
Staunton area and enjoyed being on the trails
with his family. Mark returned to his cabin in
the area and soon mastered his wheel chair to
allow him to roll around the Elk Creek neighborhood. But he missed the opportunity to visit
the hiking trails he loved. Eventually a plan was
hatched.

by Richard A. Scudder

the funds for the chairs, a trailer and continuing
maintenance. Initially only one chair was anticipated, but the response to the fundraising was so
overwhelming that two chairs were funded.
Park Manager Zach Taylor indicated that volunteers have spent the winter of 2016-17 preparing to use the chairs. Volunteers have been
out on the trails learning where the chairs can go
and what obstacles are to be overcome. They are
ready now to bring disabled nature lovers to the
beauty of the Staunton park.
After the initial ceremony initiating the Track
Chair program in October 2016, Bonnie Scudder interviewed Mark’s sister, Marie Hensick.
Marie spoke of how she feels Mark would have
reacted, saying: “Mark would have been shocked,
honored, humbled, and most of all really happy
and pleased that others will have the opportunity to experience and explore new horizons as
he did.”
The Staunton family would be happy to see how
their beautiful ranch and their legacy of healing
is being honored at Staunton State Park. The accessibility of the trails for the disabled is a worthy commemoration.
Works cited:
The Secrets of Elk Creek, Shaffers Crossing, Staunton State Park and
Beyond, Bonnie Scudder, Elk Creek Publishing, 2013, p136
Staunton State Park Blazes new trails in accessibility with new track
chair, Josie Klemaier, The Denver Post, November 1, 2016

A track chair rider on
the Staunton Park
trail to Davis Ponds
Dick Scudder

In 2014 a friend of Mark’s, Ted Hammond, a
nurse who had worked with Mark at Craig
Hospital, borrowed the hospital track chair and
brought Mark back to the trails he had loved in
Staunton. The track chair was an immediate success and Mark was able to enjoy the new park
before he passed away on August 10, 2015.
After his death, Mark’s family asked the Friends
of Staunton State Park to raise funds for the
chairs. The Friends group established Mark Madsen Accessibility Fund with the family to raise
Historically Jeffco 2017
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Public “digs” Magic Mountain archaeological project
by Michele Koons, PhD, Curator of Archaeology Denver Museum of Nature & Science

buried at the site, but they are deep and yet to be
found. Later remains, such as ceramics and stone
structures, indicate that through time it became
a semi-permanent residence that was inhabited
until at least A.D. 1000. Unfortunately, more
recent materials were removed from decades of
illicit looting.
Homesteaders and miners knew about the site
in the 1860s, when the town of Apex was established nearby to supply mines in Central City via
the Apex and Gregory Wagon Road. An article
from the Rocky Mountain News from the 1860s
notes that the site was a lovely place to spend a
Sunday afternoon picking up artifacts, which is
illegal today. The town of Apex is now reportedly beneath the parking lot associated with the
Heritage Square Amusement Park. The site was
previously known as the Apex or Apex Gulch site
due to its proximity to the eponymous town.

Volunteers work on
excavating the site
by removing shallow
layers of dirt and
rocks from sections
plotted out on a
square grid.
Denver Museum of
Nature & Science

I

n June, the Apex Trailhead parking lot was
buzzing with more than just the usual hikers
and bikers. Many came to tour the archaeological site of Magic Mountain and to get dirty
trying their hands at archaeology. The project is
a collaboration between the Denver Museum of
Nature & Science (DMNS) and PaleoCultural
Research Group (PCRG), a nonprofit organization that conducts scientific research, trains
students and educates the public on the archaeology of the Great Plains and Southern Rocky
Mountains. Together, we set out to tell the
human-environmental history of the last 7,000
years, if not more, and to give the public a firsthand experience to foster a better appreciation of
what life was like long ago on the Front Range.
Magic Mountain is one of the most important
archaeological sites on Colorado’s Front Range.
The earliest artifacts found thus far date back to
5000 B.C. when the site would have served as
a winter camping grounds for mobile huntergather groups passing though the region while
following game. It is quite possible that even earlier artifacts dating to the Paleoindian period are
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The earliest professional report on Magic Mountain appears in the 1877 Smithsonian Institution Annual Report and describes it as a camp
with great quantities of tools and arrowheads
made from diverse local and non-local materials.
By as early as the 1920s, the site was described
as a “treasure-trove” of artifacts and a “cratered
minefield” due to looting. Despite that history of
disturbance, intact archaeological deposits were
still present at the site when systematic archaeological investigation began in the late 1950s by
Denver native Cynthia Irwin-Williams, then a
Ph.D. student at Harvard University. Irwin-Williams renamed the site as Magic Mountain to acknowledge the now defunct amusement park by
the same name that owned the land at the time.
The multidiscipline approach to the research,
as well as the sheer quantities of new material
types, has made her work one of the major references for much of the subsequent work in the
Rocky Mountain region.
By the early 1990s, half the site was owned by
the City of Golden and the other half by private owners. Partnering with the City of Golden,
along with volunteers, Centennial Archaeology
Inc. (CAI) resumed studies on the city-owned
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sector of the site in 1994 and 1996. The goal
was to determine the extent of intact cultural
remains and to initiate a public education program that included tours, lectures and other
public outreach efforts. The CAI investigation
found two structures dating to 1000-1800 years
ago and produced more than 80,000 artifacts,
mainly consisting of stone flakes, chipped and
ground stone tools and bones. As of 2001, CAI
collections are housed at DMNS.
In August 2016, we began the first non-invasive
phase of work at the site with permission from
the City of Golden. The City of Golden now
owns all the land that encompasses the site, so
there are new opportunities to investigate in areas that were previously privately owned. Since
the excavations in the 1990s there have also
been huge advances in technology in archaeology. This first phase consisted of unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) photogrammetry to create
3D topographic maps and geophysical surveys
(ground-penetrating radar (GPR) and magnetometry) to understand what lies below the
ground. Magnetometry detects subtle changes
in the magnetic properties of the soil. Areas that
were burned or disturbed in the past will have
different properties from the surrounding matrix. GPR uses electromagnetic energy to map
features and structures below the surface in three
dimensions. Both techniques are non-invasive
and ideal for understanding large areas in a short
amount of time. The results of these surveys indicate that there are likely many cultural features
still intact at this site.
From June 8-25, 2017, we returned to the site to
excavate these areas of interest through a community based effort. We uncovered numerous
fire pits and a roasting oven that may be inside a
house. We found countless fragments of grinding stones for processing seeds and plants, various arrowheads and a handful of ceramic sherds.
Yes, sherd is the word for a fragment of pottery.
We’ll need to spend many months analyzing the
artifacts to fully understand the significance of
our findings, but we are very excited about these
preliminary results. We also hope to return to
the site in the future to fill in the gaps and address new questions that arise from our analysis.

Hearing the native perspective on the site was
very important to us so we invited all the tribes
historically affiliated with the state of Colorado
to come and share their stories and histories. A
handful of tribes came out and we had great conversations about the land and those who lived
here before.

Volunteers use
a rocking sifting
screen to sift
through dirt and
rocks to find
artifacts including
stone fragments,
arrowhead and
ceramic sherds.

Our crew consisted of mostly volunteers and
university students. We were joined by members of the Boys & Girls Club of Denver and
Lincoln Hills TeamWorks/Teens, Inc. who
learned alongside our volunteers about excavation methods and archaeological stewardship.
Every day we offered two types of tours to the
public. First, we offered a standard site tour covering the prehistory and history of the region
while highlighting what was found during past
investigations and recent finds from this fieldwork. The tour also emphasized the importance
of preservation, especially the efforts of the City
of Golden and Jeffco Open Space to preserve
the site and surrounding area. The second tour
type allowed participants to try their hands at
excavation while supervised by a trained professional archaeologist. Most people who attended
participated in both tours.

Denver Museum of
Nature & Science

Overall, we served more than 1,000 people in
two weeks and learned many new things about
Colorado’s past. We are hopeful that we will be
able to offer this experience again in the future so
more people can experience the important cultural heritage and history of our beloved backyard. Stay tuned as the results of our analyses are
uncovered.
Historically Jeffco 2017
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Death of a cemetery
Writers’ Award – Youth Division

D

eath. Although efforts are continuously
made and new technology pushes the
boundaries of the human lifespan, the
sad truth is that eventually everyone dies. It is a
fact of life, as certain as the sun. Even though
humans ultimately have very little control over
the circumstances and time of their death, they
do have a say in where they end up once they
die. Unofficial burial sites have dated back to
the Seventh Century, serving mostly as a literal
dumping hole; but it was only in 1831 that the
idea of real, professional cemeteries arrived in
America. This shift was sparked mostly because
people got tired of the smell and finally had
started to recognize that piles of dead bodies do,
in fact, spread disease.

Looking east over
the gravestones on
the north side of the
cemetery
Doyle Harrison
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One of these diseases was the “white death” – tuberculosis. Extremely contagious and extremely
deadly, it was a significant cause of fear. Patients
who were unlucky enough to contract it were
treated in separate, remote hospitals and, in
death, buried far, far away from inhabited areas.
Treatment at the time of the worst outbreaks was
limited due to underdeveloped technology; and
doctors believed that the simplest way to cure it
would be with sunshine, fresh air and rest. During the winter, patients would often be rolled out
to breathe in the cold air, which, as one might
guess, was ineffective.
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by Theodora Ciobanu

The place that met many of the requirements
people looked for to fix their ailments was Colorado. Its climate was considered ideal, and a
common saying was to “freeze the disease out of
them with access to fresh Rocky Mountain Air,”
(Jewish Consumptive Relief Society.) Thus, Colorado was home to a slew of newcomers, who
came from far and wide in hopes of finally ridding themselves of tuberculosis.
The large influx of people flocking to Colorado
and subsequently dying meant that the number
of cemeteries grew, as those dead from the disease required separate graves. Among the 14 or
so cemeteries in Jefferson County, one in particular stands out: Golden Hill Cemetery, located
at 12000 W. Colfax Ave. With 200 tombstones
and 800 people buried there, the cemetery was
established specifically for Jewish victims of tuberculosis. Neal Price, the executive director of
the cemetery, stated “Most of the people buried
on the hill were paupers.” This can be inferred
from the crowded conditions, something that is
usually not seen in the graveyards of the affluent.
Of those paupers, most were young males who
immigrated to the United States in search of a
better life.
The most well-known person partially buried
at the cemetery was Dr. Charles Spivak, the

Landscape Shapes History

founder of the Jewish Consumptive Relief Society’s Sanatorium, according to Jeanne Abrams,
the Rocky Mountain Jewish Historical Society
director. Ironically enough, he did not die of tuberculosis; but he still specifically requested to be
buried at the cemetery to be close to his patients.
Thus, he was partially buried at the cemetery
while the rest of his body parts were sent to Israel
to be studied.

The money required to fix these issues, however,
is currently unreachable. Price gave an estimate
of $250,000 and upwards. His operating budget is a mere $100,000 a year, most of which he
devotes to the active section. While Denver resident Ted Ruskin attempted annual cleanups for
several years, his loss of eyesight forced him to
stop. Ever since then, the quality of that particular part of the cemetery has spiraled downwards.

The main section of the Golden Hill Cemetery
– located on the south side of Wide Acres Road
– was started in 1908, while another section located on the north side of the same road was established seven years later. Only the main section
remains active, with roughly 20 burials a year.
These burials are financed almost entirely with
donations, with help from the groundskeeper.

The lack of funding for a cemetery on the National Register of Historic Places could lead to a
portion of history dying. It is vital to remember
those who have passed, but the slow and certain
erasure of their names from tombstones would
lead to an eventual forgetting. Without money,
that section of the cemetery will soon become
completely unrecognizable, much like the people buried in it.

Unlike the main section, the north side of the
cemetery is completely inactive. It hasn’t received
a burial since the 1980s, which is reflected in the
lack of proper headstones. Unfortunately, since
the cemetery runs on donations, there is not
enough money to finance care for both sections,
meaning that only the main portion receives
upkeep. The inactive side has become entirely
overrun by weeds, with many of the tombstones
succumbing to Colorado’s volatile weather. The
tombstones that stand are mostly unreadable,
and each one needs to be clearly marked for each
person. The gate surrounding the cemetery has
large missing segments, which does nothing to
deter vandals.
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Historic hailstorm pelts Jefferson County,
damages exceed $1 billion

O

n May 8, 2017, Jefferson County was
the epicenter of a monster historic
hailstorm that is on pace to become the
most expensive insured catastrophe in the state.

Large hail wreaked
havoc on cars and
buildings
Rick Hellickson

Driver’s view of the
storm aftermath in
Golden
Rick Hellickson

12
12

Golden, Lakewood, Wheat Ridge,
Arvada, Westminster and surrounding sections of unincorporated
Jefferson County suffered severe
damage. Many historic places recorded confirmed damage including Lakewood Heritage Center,
Lutheran Medical Center, the Romano house, Camp George West,
the Wide Acres Arch at Denver
West Village and others along South
Golden Road. Modern places with
confirmed damage included Colorado Mills mall that was battered by
baseball-sized hail. This is only the
second time hail of such magnitude
has been documented in Jefferson
County. Other businesses with serious damage included all the west
Lakewood Stevinson car dealerships, Empire Nissan, the Medved
Autoplex in Wheat Ridge, Guaranty Bank in
Golden, Windish RV and Prestige Imports. In
Golden, the historic Quaintance Block and Piggly Wiggly building, currently housing the Abejas restaurant, also sustained damage. Ironically,
the storm power-washed the Piggly Wiggly’s
newly revealed original storefront to the point
where cleaning it prior to restoration became no
longer necessary. Please see story on page 15.
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The Rocky Mountain Insurance Information Association (RMIIA) states that the May 8 storm is
believed to be the most expensive to ever strike
the metro area. It is estimated that preliminary
insurance losses for the hailstorm are $1.4 billion. The 2017 storm is projected to generate
more than 150,000 auto insurance claims and
50,000 homeowners’ insurance claims. RMIIA
also states the 2017 cost exceeds the costs of
other storms – $845.5 million for July 20, 2009,
and $1.1 billion for July 11, 1990 – after costs
are adjusted to reflect the current dollar.
While it is hard to quantify the “worst” damage, Colorado Mills appears to lead the list. The
entire shopping mall was damaged and knocked
completely out of operation. Within a week Super Target reopened, within two weeks United
Artists cinema, within a month Jumpstreet Indoor Trampoline Park, and by August 11 the
Yard House restaurant was once again open for
business. At press time the mall had been cleared
to do $50 million worth of work on the common areas and 90 stores, half its total. Five contractors were employing 450 people in a race
against time to open by Black Friday, the biggest
shopping day of the year. Repairs are projected
to continue into early 2018. Hailstones caused
roof and skylight damage, resulting in up to 3
inches of water in the mall, damaging inventory. Hundreds of cars in the mall parking lot
were damaged including dents and broken glass.
On June 7, 2017, a job fair for displaced Colorado Mills employees was hosted at the Denver
Marriott West by the Colorado Department of

Labor and Employment and American Job Center. Over 20 potential employers looking for job
seekers were on hand.
The City of Lakewood projects a $2.1 million
loss of sales tax revenue, just from Colorado
Mills. Lakewood finance director Larry Dorr
stated that the city gets an average of $350,000
per month in sales tax from the mall, not counting proceeds from the Super Target and several
other adjacent businesses that are still operating
at the site. That amount represents about 6 percent of the $36 million in total sales tax revenue
the city typically receives in a six-month period.

More concerning to civic leaders in Lakewood
were the thousands of workers at the mall who
suddenly found themselves with nowhere to
work. “Our first priority is, how do we get these
folks back online and working again?” Mayor
Adam Paul told The Denver Post. “What about
all the lost jobs, and where do all the people go?”
The Risk Management Solutions website reported that homes were damaged in Lakewood
and Golden, including broken windows, siding damage and roof damage. The Colorado
Bureau of Investigation in Lakewood reported
ceiling and water ingress damage. Lakewood’s
Heritage Center and municipal buildings were

One of many
windows broken in
the 1920’s house
at the Lakewood
Heritage Center
Lakewood Heritage
Center

Hail damaged fleet
at Jefferson County
Facilities

Below: Barricaded
Colorado Mills, Nike
Factory Store with
disaster recovery
vehicles in front
Richard Gardner
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also damaged. Thousands of cars have
been reported as damaged with broken windshields and dents. Car dealerships reported hundreds of damaged
vehicles. Prestige Imports in Lakewood
estimated 250-300 cars damaged, some
of which were valued at $200,000 each.
In Lakewood about 100 Airstream RVs
were damaged, many pockmarked vehicles plainly visible from the west light
rail line. At least 100 cars were damaged
at Lutheran Medical Center in Wheat
Ridge. Several Colorado State Patrol
cruisers, 50 Lakewood city vehicles and
several vehicles in the Jefferson County
fleet were also damaged. The pattern
of damage was a swirling one; at Colorado Mills the hail came from the east;
at Camp George West it came from the
west; at the Romano home it came from
the south; at the Piggly Wiggly it came
from the north.
At the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, near the storm center with its
vast collection of solar arrays, the grand
total of damage was one cracked solar
panel.
Works cited:
BusinessDen, 7/26/2017, 9/7/2017
The Denver Post, May 19, 2017, June 1, 2017 and
August 2, 2017
Lakewood Sentinel, May 9, 2017

Top: Nighttime view of extensive hail damage to the marquee of the United Artists
Colorado Mills Stadium 16 movie theater.
Bottom: Interior lobby of the theater, with missing ceiling tiles showing hail damage.
Richard Gardner

How this storm’s cost compares to previous storms throughout the state
Date
May 8, 2017
July 20, 2009
July 11, 1990
June 6-15, 2009
July 28, 2016
June 6-7, 2012
June 13-14, 1984
July 29, 2009
October 1, 1994
September 29, 2014

Location
Denver Metro
Denver Metro
Denver Metro
Denver Metro
Colorado Springs
CO Front Range
Denver Metro
Pueblo
Denver Metro
Denver Metro

Source: RMIIA, * Millions
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Original Cost*
$1.4 Billion
$767.6
$625.0
$353.3
$352.8
$321.1
$276.7
$232.8
$225.0
$213.3

2016 Dollars*
NA
$845.5
$1.1 Billion
$389.2
$352.8
$330.5
$629.3
$256.5
$358.8
$213.4

www.propertycasualty360.com, by Jayleen R. Heft,
May 24, 2017
Risk Management Solutions
Rocky Mountain Insurance Information Association
www.youtube.com

Historical Jeffco hailstorms
Hail size comparisons to known objects
Size
Baseball 2.94”
Hen egg 2.25”
Hen egg 2.25”
Ping pong 1.5”
Half dollar 1.25”
Robin egg 1.2”

Where
Golden
Golden
Conifer
North Jeffco
Northeast of Golden
Pleasant Park

Date
1950s
8/27/1920
7/24/1921
6/3/1921
6/15/1908
6/30/1912

Golden’s Piggly Wiggly store
by Richard Gardner

N

ewly revealed in the heart of downtown Golden is a long-hidden piece of
Americana rare to this part of the country, the historic Piggly Wiggly. Built in 1946 by
Ernie Waters, Piggly Wiggly Store No. 29 was
owned and run by W.E. “Brownie” Thornton,
founding market manager of Golden’s Safeway
store in 1934, and teacher Ted R. Andersen.
Constructed by contractor Ralph L. Neal, it was
designed in the Streamline Moderne style and
featured a plate glass, white stucco and glass
block clerestory façade, a stylistic descendant of
the glazed brick Quaintance Block next door.
The façade originally featured an L-shaped, blue
metal Piggly Wiggly neon sign in the center, and
the emblem of Mr. Pig, the beloved Piggly Wiggly mascot.
Piggly Wiggly was originally established in
Memphis, Tennessee in 1916 by Clarence Saunders as the original self-service grocery, and it
once existed across Colorado. When Piggly Wiggly Western Company pulled out of Colorado in
1953, store proprietor Orin Newman affiliated
with Associated Grocers and changed the store’s
name to the Golden Gate Market. It continued later under Japanese proprietors Bright and
Show Hoshiko and ceased operating in 1967.
After this, major tenants included Jeffco Blueprints and Hatch’s Books.

The Piggly Wiggly was officially designated a
Golden historic site on August 10, 2017.
Works cited:
Colorado Transcript, 8/15/1946, 10/3/1946, 10/10/1946, 9/16/1948,
1/31/1952, 12/13/1952, 4/21/1955, 6/25/1957, 6/16/1960,
7/15/1965, 1/25/1967, 5/21/1967, 1/14/1970, 7/24/1990,
4/16/1992
Jefferson County Republican, 10/2/1946, 10/9/1946
Mike Freeman, Clarence Saunders and the Founding of Piggly
Wiggly: The Rise and Fall of a Memphis Maverick, Tennessee: The
History Press, 2011
Public Utilities Commission of Colorado, Re: Motor Vehicle
Operations of Piggly Wiggly Western Co., 2/27/1953
Historical files of Richard J. Gardner

The Piggly Wiggly,
after the historic
hailstorm of May 8,
2017 power-washed
its facade
Richard Gardner

Restoration progress
on the building
which housed
Golden’s Piggly
Wiggly
Gardner Family
Collection.

Today it is home to Faith Tattoo and Abejas
modern bistro, the latter co-owned by Brandon
Bortles, nephew of Bart Bortles who started the
Woody’s Wood Fired Pizza chain in 1993. Abejas, started by Brandon Bortles and Barry Dobesh in 2015, is Spanish for bees, the restaurant’s
original working title, for its staff consider themselves to be worker bees.
The Piggly Wiggly, the only storefront of its
brand known to still exist in Colorado and one
of only two known Piggly Wiggly buildings
along with the historic warehouse near Coors
Field, is now owned by Conrad E. and Ingrid N.
Gardner, who with its tenants have restored it as
Mr. Pig once knew.
Historically Jeffco 2017
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A history of Jefferson County letterhead and logos

W

hen Jefferson County began the
process of creating a new brand
and logo, and thus a new image of
itself, I began searching the Archives for examples of letterhead and logos used by the county
throughout its history. My goal was to document the evolution of identity, to find out how
the county has portrayed itself to its citizens over
the last 150 years. I discovered that the designs
ranged from simple to elaborate and all in keeping with the graphic trends of their particular
time periods.

Close-up of
courthouse sketch
on 1900 letterhead
showing horses and
buggies in street
and people on the
courthouse steps

Originally known as
letter paper, the term
“letterhead”
became
more widely used in the
1890s to refer to the
whole sheet of paper
imprinted with a name,
address and logo or design at the top. The purpose of letterhead is to convey the writer’s legitimacy and to establish that they are acting on the
part of a larger organization. The purpose of the
logo is to convey the identity of an organization
and promote instant, memorable recognition.
While we have plenty of hand-written documents in the Archives dating back to the 1860s,
the earliest example on county letterhead I could
find was from 1894. This first letterhead is sim-

1902 Letterhead
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by Ronda Frazier, Jefferson County Archivist

ple and textual, with “Jefferson County” printed
across the top and the names of the Board of
County Commissioners in the center, surrounded by the names of all the other elected officials.
There are also a few graphic design elements to
add visual interest.
The first county courthouse, located at 1500
Washington Ave., Golden, is featured on letterhead of the next several years. Examples
from 1896 through 1898 show a drawing of
the building enclosed in a frame, with “Jefferson County, Colorado” across the top, names of
elected officials to the left of the drawing, and
County Commissioners to the right. While the
drawing stayed the same, the type style changed
each year.
In 1899 the same layout was used but it featured
an actual photo of the courthouse. The design in
1900 featured a slightly different drawing of the
courthouse, this time with men standing on the
courthouse steps and horses and buggies in the
street out front.
Much more elaborate is the design used in 1902.
The drawing of the courthouse is on the righthand side with the words “State of Colorado”
and “County of Jefferson” on the left surrounded by big, fluffy clouds. The courthouse drawing
is again slightly different, this time with clouds
in the sky and what appears to be a woman in a
long dress standing on the steps.

The letterhead was now being modified and
printed for individual offices. This fancy design was seen between 1902 and 1913. It may
have been used later, but I was not able to find
examples between 1914 and 1938. How I wish
I could find something from the 1920s!

Jefferson County 1894 Letterhead

In 1939 the design returned once again to very
simple and textual. This trend continued into
the 1950s. I was not able to find any examples
from the 1940s.
By 1957, the letterhead was featuring an illustration of the County’s second courthouse
(17th and Arapahoe Streets, Golden) across
the top. Printed for individual offices, there
were variations in color, text placement, and
amount of information printed. Most of the
examples seen have “Jefferson County” in larger type, and the name of the office and its officials in smaller letters. There is one example
from 1963, however, in which the name of the
elected official is in large type overlaying the
courthouse drawing, and “Jefferson County” is
almost miniscule, blending in with the landscape.
The 1960s ushered in an era of little to no consistency in design across departments, however, there were some very interesting examples.
The Planning and Building departments used
the same architectural design on their letterheads but Planning opted for a large, colorful
version of the drawing with their name and
address in very small type, while Building went
for a smaller, one-color version of the drawing
and their name and address more easily seen
in larger type. The Jefferson County Airport
stationery was colorful and brought the geography of the front range mountains into the
design.
I found an example from 1964 that showed
the first use of the familiar triangular-shaped
mountains. The simple design is in the top left
corner with the name of the individual department in the center of the paper and names of
department directors in the top right corner.
The bottom edge of the paper featured a photo
of a wooden roadside sign saying “You are now
entering Jefferson County.”

1897 Letterhead with sketch of first courthouse

Letterhead featuring sketch of second courthouse

1964 Treasurer’s letterhead

1961 Planning Dept. Letterhead

1961 Building Dept. Letterhead
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By the early 1970s, logos began using the outline of
the county for the first time. The Jefferson County
Historical Commission used a logo featuring the
county shape (that shape sometimes jokingly referred to as the “lambchop”) with a JHC76 brand
in the middle. This special logo, which was an actual brand for a branding iron, was designed for
the Centennial/Bicentennial celebrations by junior
high school student Linda Allen.
1962 Jefferson County Airport Letterhead

1964 Assessor’s Office Letterhead

A 1970 Jeffco
Public Schools
Publication

1976 Historical
Commission
Letterhead
A standard version
of the logo
throughout the
1980s

A version of the
logo from 1978

Jeffco Public Works Logo on a snow plow
Kristofer Diaz
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Starting in 1976, county letterhead featured the
logo with the compass point, or star, and stylized
mountains that is still familiar today. The words
“Jefferson County Colorado” were stacked and
placed over the county shape on its right side. Over
time, there were slight variations in color, shadows
or no shadows on the mountains and star, and the
font used for the lettering. There wasn’t an overall
standard or set of guidelines for using this logo, so
many county departments adapted it for their own
specific designs and used it on everything from stationery to snowplows.
This particular design created a stir in the late 1980s
when it was protested against by the American
Atheists’ Addiction Recovery Group. The group
claimed that the star was a Christian cross and
therefore was offensive to non-Christians and in
violation of the U.S. and Colorado constitutions.
In reality the symbol was just an artist’s rendering
of a compass point used on historic maps.
In early 1990, Doyle Harrison, Graphic Design
Specialist with Planning & Zoning, was asked by
the County Administrator to take the existing version of the logo and create a county seal. He added
the circle behind the county outline with the words
“Jefferson County Colorado” and “Founded 1861.”
One of the new seal’s first uses was for the county
flag. This round logo became the standard, established logo that everyone is familiar with and was
in use until just recently. Artistic variations were
created for specific uses including black and white,
green and white, and green and gold versions as
well as one with mountain scenery placed behind
the county outline in the center of the circle, and
one that was “metalized.” In 2009 a special sesquicentennial version was created by adding a ribbon
with the words “Celebrating 150 Years.”

That brings us to the present. On April 3, 2017, Jefferson County
officially launched its new brand and logo. The traditional green
seal was replaced by a new logo symbolizing the natural beauty
and open spaces so important to Jeffco’s residents and visitors.
The logo is a circle, which sometimes replaces the ‘o’ in Jefferson,
containing mountains, rolling hills and bright blue skies. The grid
on the bottom portion symbolizes the County’s communities, infrastructure, and its range of services and transportation. The grid
was taken from an aerial view of roads in the county.
The process of creating the new brand involved gathering feedback
from residents, employees and other target audiences to help define what it means to live and work in Jeffco. Core values such as
innovation, integrity, health and well-being and stewardship were
identified through citizen surveys and other outreach methods
which helped develop the new brand. The goal is to create consistency across county services through a unified Jefferson County
brand that will help citizens identify the services they need and allow them to easily differentiate between official county programs
and services and the organizations that operate separately from
the county. The logo is just one component of the new “brand.”
The brand identity is what Jefferson County’s diverse audiences
think of when they hear our name.

The logo as a “county seal” in 1990

The core values identified by citizens today are many of the same
things that would have been important to our earliest residents.
As the letterhead and logos have developed over the years, one
can see that Jefferson County has always tried to portray itself as
proud, forward-thinking, business-like, and very much aware of
the people, history and scenic beauty that surrounds us.
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Mines boasts oldest football field in the West

J

efferson County is home to at once the oldest and youngest football stadium in the
west. The historic venue of the Colorado
School of Mines Orediggers has recently been
transformed with a set of brand new grandstands
and athletic center, neatly framing the ancient
gridiron that is the oldest football field in the
west. It is also one of the oldest on earth, tied
for the fifth oldest anywhere, and is the oldest in
NCAA Division II. This opens a new chapter for
one of Jefferson County’s most uniquely noteworthy historical jewels.

Brooks Field (1960s)
– now Marv Kay
Stadium
Gardner Family Collection
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This field began when ground was broken upon
the prairie overlooking Clear Creek at the beginning of February 1893. Originally known
as Athletic Park, it was a multi-purpose athletic
field with a dirt surface in exactly the same configuration as today. Athletic Park had no grandstands, and spectators sat and stood upon the
flats and bench lands around it. The venue was
created by the School of Mines Athletic Club,
created to support the athletic program which
had no dedicated funds from the state. Its first
football game, on Oct. 7, 1893, was a 6-0 victory for the School of Mines over the University
of Denver. The players played east-west upon the
field, a couple decades before north-south would
become the convention.
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by Richard Gardner

The next week, on Oct. 14, Golden High School
played its first football game here, defeating
what was originally Mines’ sister school, Jarvis
Hall college, 22-4. Other noteworthy firsts in
the venue’s inaugural season include Colorado’s
first Inter-Collegiate Field Day on May 20,
1893, where Mines took the majority of medals. On April 21, 1893, in the venue’s earliest
known event, the Mines baseball team lost to
the University of Colorado 3-8. However, by the
next year things would be different in who took
the mound for the Orediggers: star left-handed
pitcher Albert Edward Jones. Son of Evan Jones,
who once superintended the White Ash Coal
Mine within yards of this field, Albert Jones
helped Mines become a championship contender. With his protégé Carl Lempke, the Orediggers won the state collegiate championship pennant, defeating the University of Denver 8-3 on
June 9, 1897. Jones by then was playing for the
Minor-League Milwaukee Brewers and the next
year became Colorado’s second and first native
born Major League Baseball player, playing for
the Cleveland Spiders and St. Louis Perfectos/
Cardinals in the same rotation as Cy Young.
Lempke went on to a career in the minor leagues

playing for the Colorado Springs Millionaires,
Denver Grizzlies, Waterloo Microbes, Ottumwa
Snappers, and Fresno Raisin Eaters.
The Mines football team proved no slouch either, giving the venue a perfect inaugural season
and bringing home the state championship. The
championship game, an epic match against the
University of Colorado, was won 24-10 on Nov,
7, 1893, in front of a crowd of more than 2,000
people. During the game, in what would today
be expressly proscribed by the NCAA, quarterback Lester Hartzell was knocked out cold and
revived to lead the Orediggers to victory. In an
era where the team had no coach and no trainers, its leadership was by team captain, so returning to the game was Hartzell’s own call. The
Orediggers continued winning as champions
and would not lose a game here until well into
the 1894 season.
Early traditions at this field included the annual
Election Day game. With many town businesses
closed, Goldenites, after fighting their political battles at the ballot box, were free to relax
and have fun united in watching Mines face off
against its rivals. Archrivals who regularly came
to play the Orediggers included the University
of Colorado, Colorado A&M (now Colorado
State University) and the University of Denver. In these earliest years, however, they also
faced competition from high school and semipro
teams, the latter of arguably superior strength
that could have anyone play. Archrival Denver
Athletic Club proved an ultimate test. The Orediggers were equal to the task, winning championships in 1898 and 1904-1907. These were
among the first of now 22 championships won
by Mines, including the reigning 2016 Rocky
Mountain Athletic Conference champions of
today. Remarkably, however, only three of those
championship games were won on the home
field: Mines 24, Colorado 10 (Nov. 7, 1893);
Mines 41, Colorado State Teachers College 0
(Nov. 23, 1918); and Mines 55, Nebraska-Kearney 53 in 3 overtimes (Nov.13, 2010). It is one
of the privileged venues in sport that has hosted
champions across three centuries.
In time, upgrades began to Athletic Park. In
1897 its first grandstands were built, a steeply

pitched wooden set
on the south side with
dressing rooms underneath. By the early 20th
century, concern was
voiced about the playing surface, which while
graded was always strewn
with rocks, causing players to be cut. Slow healing of injuries led to
concern that arsenic in
the soil might be poisoning the players, but no
serious lingering injuries
are known to have been
reported. Baseball continued to be played here,
with fielder Roy Hartzell, brother of quarterback
Lester Hartzell, who legendarily beat the University of Colorado 103-0, becoming Mines’
second Major League Baseball player. He played
for the St. Louis Browns and New York Yankees
from 1906-1916 and on July 12, 1911 set the
Major League record for RBIs in a game, batting
in eight. The record would stand 11 years until
broken by Hall of Famer Jimmie Foxx. A third
Major Leaguer, closing pitcher Mark Melancon
of the New York Yankees, Houston Astros, Boston Red Sox, Pittsburgh Pirates, Washington
Nationals and San Francisco Giants, also played
here as a Golden High School football player.
Baseball brought the first female athletes here,
when the barnstorming Bloomer Girls played
before a large crowd on August 10, 1898. A half
century later Mines’ own female athletes would
begin play here in soccer and more.

Lloyd Madden
playing at Brooks
Field for the
Colorado School of
Mines, September
20, 1939
Gardner Family Collection

In 1922 a complete transformation of the venue
took place. William “Cement Bill” Williams was
hired to build a new set of grandstands, curving
inward and set upon concrete piers along with
dual locker rooms and snack stand. The field
surface was completely sodded with grass. Mines
trustee Ralph D. Brooks purchased the intervening lots between the field and 12th Street
to the south, including a house which became
the Orediggers’ new clubhouse. In gratitude, the
program renamed the venue Brooks Field in his
honor.
Historically Jeffco 2017
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1897 Mines baseball
advertisement
Richard Gardner

Marvin the Miner
watching the
Orediggers vs. South
Dakota School of
Mines Hardrockers
Sept. 5, 2015 - the
first game in the
newly renovated
venue
Richard Gardner

Through the mid-20th century more firsts took
place here. On July 7, 1924, graduate student
Leroy Taylor Brown, who competed for the
Orediggers at this field in high jump and held
the world indoor record, won the silver medal
in the Olympic Games in Paris. Runner Jack
Liddle competed for Team Canada in the 1936
Olympics in Berlin, and in 1972 Mike Flater,
who the next year would kick a 63-yard field
goal, competed for Team USA in soccer in Munich. Two Orediggers ascended to play in the
National Football League, John Colahan playing
tackle for the New York Yankees in 1928, and
Lloyd Madden playing wide receiver and defensive back for the Chicago Cardinals in 1940. On
Nov. 1, 1952 media history took place here with
the first live televised broadcast of a football
game in the Rocky Mountains, Mines vs. Idaho
State, broadcast locally on KFEL-TV Channel
2. The broadcast was a trial run for the first live
nationally televised football game in the Rockies, Mines vs. Colorado College, on Nov. 15,
1952. Channel 2 shot the game with two television cameras perched in a makeshift booth atop
the press box. Television returned here 52 years
later on Oct. 23, 2004, the same year the venue
hosted its first playoff game, a 52-33 Mines victory over Midwestern State on Nov. 13, 2004,
in its first ever venture into the NCAA Division
II playoffs.
On July 8, 1960, the newborn Denver Broncos of the American Football League arrived
here. They made Brooks Field the home of their
first ever training camp, led by the original #18,

quarterback Frank Tripucka. The players worked
out at the field, ate largely hash and slept on cots
in the Mines gym. Thousands attended the exhibition scrimmages and the Broncos continued
holding training camp here for several more seasons. On August 5, 1972, the Baltimore Colts of
the National Football League also held its training camp here, with scrimmages quarterbacked
by the legendary Johnny Unitas. The first professional team to come here, however, was Minor
League baseball team, the Denver Grizzlies, who
defeated the Orediggers 8-3 on April 19, 1906.
The semipro Golden Reds, led by Roy Hartzell
after he left the Major Leagues, began play here
on April 2, 1901. The fourth professional team
to come here was Major League Soccer’s Colorado Rapids, which played exhibition games
against the Orediggers soccer team on April 1,
2003 and April 22, 2010. Today one of Mines’
own, Tesho Akindele, plays for FC Dallas in the
Rapids’ league.
Further changes to the venue started in 1935
when the western hillside was carved into and
terraced as a Federal Emergency Relief Administration project to facilitate placement of the
track, and the area is known as Alumni Hill
to this day. A small portion of original hillside
remains at the venue’s southwest corner where
spectators have stood since 1893. In the 1960s,
a secondary set of metal grandstands, for visiting spectators, was built on the north side of the
field.
In August 1973, a new Colorado tradition began out of ancient traditions when the Scottish Highland Games began here. Growing out
of Scottish heritage picnics begun in 1963 by
Hank Bradshaw, the Games were a celebration
of Scottish heritage and athletic competition including the tossing of cabers, which were great
pole logs. The event was taken over by son Greg
in 1977, who went on to be enshrined in the
Scottish Masters Athletics International Hall of
Fame at Inverness, Scotland. The Games were
held here for some two decades and are today
the Rocky Mountain Highland Games held in
Snowmass.
In 2010, the historic field was given its third
surface of synthetic turf and was named Camp-
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Oldest Football Stadiums
bell Field in honor of benefactor Harry D. Campbell. He guided the
school’s legendary undefeated 1939 football team and was instrumental in providing the turf. By this time the structured components of
the facility were quite aged with the grandstands having only a limited
lifespan left due to decades of buffeting by the west winds. Plans were
made for the state-of-the-art Harold and Patricia Korell athletic complex, a double deck of grandstands and full visitors facilities.
Heery International, Inc., Denver, designed the new 4,000 seat grandstands while G.H. Phipps Construction Companies, the very firm
founded by Gerald H. Phipps who owned the Denver Broncos when
they trained here, was commissioned to build them. The ancient field
remained untouched, and the alumni hill terrace preserved, while the
new stands were built. Built of blond brick to match other campus
buildings, they were given band work reminiscent of 1890s era campus
design from when the field was created. Their low horizontal orientation built into the hillside with earth tones melded with the venue’s
spectacular natural setting. A fieldstone fence helped it mesh with nearby Darden Field (the baseball venue built in 1937) and other WPA
construction of the campus. The seats and railings were crafted in silver
and blue, the only team colors the Orediggers have ever known, adopted by the team on Jan. 12, 1889. During construction, care was taken
to avoid the location of the White Ash mine. In 2012, drillers bored
into the upper levels of it. The mine was still filled with water 123 years
after the disaster that drowned and entombed 10 men inside forever.
This renewed historic venue was rechristened Marv Kay Stadium in
honor of prominent Mines player, coach, athletic director and Golden
Mayor Marv Kay. Today he attends every game here, along with mascot namesake Marvin the Miner and his trusty companion, Blaster the
Burro, who can often be found grazing upon the field itself. It continues as home to the champion Orediggers. With its renewal, the venue
at last tells all about its historic origin and proudly proclaims itself the
oldest football field in the West, created in 1893.
Works cited:
Baseball-reference.com, “Roy Hartzell” and “Cowboy Jones”, retrieved 6/1/2017
Colorado Rapids, “Rapids to Play Colorado School of Mines”, 6/27/2010
Colorado School of Mines football records
Colorado Sports Hall of Fame, Lloyd Madden induction, 1998
Colorado Transcript, 1/16/1889, 2/8/1893, 4/26/1893, 5/24/1893, 10/11/1893, 10/18/1893,
11/8/1893, 4/18/1894, 6/16/1897, 9/15/1897, 8/17/1898, 4/3/1901, 4/19/1906, 4/26/1906,
3/24/1910, 11/28/1918, 5/11/1922, 8/17/1922, 10/26/1922, 1/24/1924, 5/29/1924, 10/30/1952,
11/6/1952, 11/13/1952, 11/20/1952, 7/14/1960, 8/7/1972
Denverbroncos.com, “The History of Broncos Training Camp”, accessed 6/1/2017
Historical files of Richard J. Gardner
GH Phipps Construction Companies, “Colorado School of Mines Athletic Center/Stadium” project
profile, 2015
Jefferson County Property records
Mlssoccer.com, “Tesho Akindele”, accessed 6/1/2017
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1. Andrus Field - Wesleyan University, Middletown,
CT - 1881 Oldest
2. Weston Field - Williams College, Williamstown,
MA - 1883
3. Pratt Field - Amherst College, Amherst, MA - 1891
4. McGee Field - University of the South, Sewanee,
TN - 1891 Oldest in the South
5. Marv Kay Stadium at Campbell Field - Colorado
School of Mines, Golden, CO - 1893 tie - Oldest in the
West, Oldest in Division II
5. Illinois Wesleyan Stadium - Illinois Wesleyan
University, Bloomington, IL - 1893 tie
7. Franklin Field - University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA - 1895 Oldest in Division I
8. Whittier Field - Bowdoin College, Brunswick, ME 1896
9. Washburn Field - Colorado College, Colorado
Springs, CO - 1898
10. Garcelon Field - Bates College, Lewiston, ME 1898
11. Amos Alonzo Stagg Field - Susquehannah
University, Selinsgrove, PA - 1899
12. Kyle Field - Texas A&M University, College Station,
TX - 1904
13. Bobby Dodd Stadium at Grant Field - Georgia
Tech, Atlanta, GA - 1913
14. Yale Bowl - Yale University, New Haven, CT - 1913
15. Davis Wade Stadium at Scott Field - Mississippi
State University, Starkville, MS - 1914
16. Vaught-Hemingway Stadium at Hollingsworth
Field - University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS - 1915
17. Camp Randall Stadium - University of Wisconsin,
Madison, WS - 1917
18. Boone Pickens Stadium - Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater, OK - 1920
19. Husky Stadium - University of Washington,
Seattle, WA - 1920
20. Memorial Stadium - University of Kansas,
Lawrence, KS - 1921
21. Rose Bowl - University of California at Los
Angeles, Pasadena, CA - 1921
22. Stanford Stadium - Stanford University, Palo Alto,
CA - 1921
23. Neyland Stadium - University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, TN - 1921
24. Ohio Stadium - Ohio State University, Columbus,
OH - 1922
25. Vanderbilt Stadium at Dudley Field - Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, TN - 1922
26. Memorial Stadium - University of Illinois,
Champaign, IL - 1923
27. Memorial Stadium - University of Nebraska,
Lincoln, NE - 1923
28. California Memorial Stadium - University of
California, Berkeley, CA - 1923
29. Los Angeles Coliseum - University of Southern
California and Los Angeles Rams, Los Angeles, CA 1923 Oldest in NFL
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30. Soldier Field - ChicagoHistorically
Bears, Chicago,
IL - 1924

Lookout Mountain Road, Jeffco’s unique jewel of history

A

century ago this year, the famed showman, William Frederick “Buffalo Bill”
Cody, passed away and was buried upon
Lookout Mountain. In his youth during the
Colorado Gold Rush, he visited and fondly remembered the locale, even taking an auto trip
up Mount Vernon Canyon and memory lane
in 1907. Very little known, however, is that the
Lookout Mountain Road leading up to his final
resting place also has a unique connection to him
– a story that begins years before he was buried.

Buffalo Bill’s Wild
West and Congress
of Rough Riders of
the World poster
Courier Litho. Co. - Library
of Congress

On July 22, 1913, while
touring in Denver, Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show
was seized for a $20,000
loan by Denver authorities, surprising Cody and
his company. Cody did
not have that much cash
at the time. Harry Tammen, Denver Post owner
and noteholder, refused
to extend the loan. Tammen proceeded to auction the show’s assets
and forced Cody to perform in his Sells-Floto
Circus, quickly revealing
that had been his goal all
along. Cody’s 500 performers and crew were
instantly shipwrecked,
many having let their wages accumulate in
the show’s treasury that was seized. They were
stranded in Denver and left penniless. Many, including eight girls, were sleeping on the ground
or in stables. The city had 75 hungry performers
to feed. Fifteen native performers got drunk and
rioted at Union Station. Among the stranded
was 70-year-old Pope McClain, one of the oldest circus men in America.
Meanwhile Golden was in a fix of its own. The
new road up to Lookout Mountain, begun that
May with great optimism and fanfare, was in
trouble. Contractor William “Cement Bill” Wil-
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by Richard Gardner

liams, with the budget Denver was willing to
give him, could not retain workers with the $2
per day he was able pay. Prevailing road building
wages were $2.50, and workers continually left
Williams’ site. The project was at serious risk of
stalling out, which could have possibly jeopardized it altogether.
Suddenly a solution for both these problems
presented itself. On July 31, 1913, the Colorado
Transcript reported “A number of employes of
Buffalo Bills circus, which is stranded in Denver,
have gone to work on the Mt. Lookout road.”
For the sturdy workers accustomed to quick set
ups and take downs of equipment under supervisors and living out of tents, the transition
would have come naturally. Going from Buffalo
Bill to Cement Bill, the workers let the dirt fly.
In three weeks, the famed road up Mt. Zion was
officially opened for traffic. Buffalo Bill’s workers helped complete that part of the road from
the city reservoirs at 19th Street up to Windy
Point on Lookout Mountain. This section, with
the most scenic and dramatic curves, ends on the
mountain of Buffalo Bill’s future resting place.
Is it possible Cody knew of this and might it have
influenced his wish to be buried upon Lookout
Mountain? Since he was well known to be concerned with his workers and treated them well,
he doubtless knew their situation and possibly
could have helped arrange this solution to assist
them. Already being fond of this locale from his
youth, it could have further convinced him to
be buried here. What is a fact of history is that
Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show workers helped
build the road up to his final resting place, and
it was there waiting for him when he was finally
escorted up that very road four years later.
Works cited:
Buffalo Bill Museum and Grave, historical information
Colorado Transcript, 12/19/1907, 7/24/1913, 7/31/1913, 8/7/1913,
8/21/1913
Fairplay Flume, 8/8/1913
Golden Globe, 12/14/ 1907
Montrose Daily Press, 7/25/1913
Historical files of Richard J. Gardner.

Sesquicentennial sites mark momentous time for Jeffco
by Richard Gardner

1867

was a momentous time for Jefferson County. Coming out of the
Civil War and the depression that nearly wiped
out its fortunes, Jeffco came roaring back with a
renaissance that has helped shape it to this day.

1867. This parish, which once hosted Mother
Cabrini, worships in its fourth home today. In
addition to these noteworthy anniversaries, Jeffco also celebrates the sesquicentennial birthdays
of the following 150-year-old landmarks:

Industry flourished with the building of the
Rock Flour Mills by Jonas Barber and the Brick
Flour Mills by Obed Crisman and former Black
Hawk Mayor John B. Fitzpatrick. Additionally,
the Golden Paper Mills, the only paper mill west
of Missouri, was built by John J. Bush with superintendent Robert Chapin. It long supplied
the paper needs of the entire region.

Astor House – 822 12th St., Golden
One of the region’s oldest hotel buildings today, the Astor House, was built in 1867 by Seth
Lake. He was formerly proprietor of the Green
Mountain House on South Golden Road, Two
Mile House in Golden Gate Canyon and Buckeye Hotel at Apex. An early Justice of the Peace,
Lake built the Astor as an upgrade to his Lake
House hotel in Golden. It was made of sandstone quarried at the Golden City Stone Yard
by Charles R. Foreman & Co. at the west end
of today’s 12th Street and constructed by Ernst
Osterburg.

Faith stood at the forefront of community life
with the founding of several churches, starting with the first Disciples of Christ congregation in Colorado, the First Christian Church in
Golden, by Rev. James M. Holland on March
10, 1867. The place of this service, Golden’s
schoolhouse, still stands today as a Golden designated landmark at 1420 Washington Ave. This
was followed by opening the doors of the newly
built chapel of St. Joseph Catholic Church by
Bishop Joseph Projectus Machebeuf on May 19,

The Astor House featured on its first floor a
large dining room capable of seating 100, a front
parlor sample room and kitchen. Upstairs was a
large hotel room at the east end and a hallway
that led to the hotel’s balcony, while a central

The Astor House
grand re-opening
by owner Seth Lake
in 1881
Golden History Museums,
City of Golden Collection
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for parking in urban renewal efforts of 1971. The
Golden Landmarks Association (GLA), now
Colorado’s second oldest historic preservation
organization, spearheaded efforts to save the Astor House; and on June 13, 1972, Goldenites
voted by 69% to save the building. GLA then
created the Astor House Museum inside, gathering many artifacts of importance from the
Golden community. GLA has gone on to save
other landmarks and artifacts and has designated
historic districts in the Golden area. On March
1, 1873, the Astor House became the second
Jefferson County landmark to be listed on the
National Historic Register. It is also designated a
Jefferson County Centennial Site and is part of
Golden’s 12th Street Historic District.

Illustrations of
Calvary Episcopal
Church and the
Harrison Block were
published May 15,
1893, in the Golden
Globe, Industrial
Edition.
J.A. Ricker, artist

hallway flanked by rooms led to six more hotel
rooms through the balance of the floor, with a
garret in the attic story above. Golden’s premier
hostelry, the Astor catered to Territorial Legislators and Supreme Court officials in the capital
city. However, it also catered to others from all
walks of life. Lake, a devout Baptist deacon who
never served alcohol at his hotel, also opened his
doors to the poor and the indigent, becoming
the county government’s go-to person to house
the poor, insane and Territorial charges in lieu of
a poor house.
After Lake’s departure, the hotel went through
a succession of proprietors until becoming the
hostelry of German immigrant Ida Goetze, who
gave it among other improvements its muchdesired bathtub. Four fires besieged the Astor
House, including an 1894 blaze that destroyed
its kitchen, which was replaced by the present
brick addition, and a 1908 blaze in the garret
that prompted Goetze to renovate the upstairs
with a partial new floor plan and later add garret
dormers.
Serving as a boarding house through the 20th
century, the hotel was targeted to be destroyed
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Calvary Episcopal Church –
1300 Arapahoe St., Golden
Jefferson County’s first Gothic chapel is Colorado’s oldest continuously used Episcopal church,
built in 1867-1868 in Golden. Missionary Bishop George Maxwell Randall, the future founder
of the Colorado School of Mines, Golden, spearheaded efforts to found this congregation and
build Calvary Church. Constructed by contractor John H. Parsons, who later would build Old
Main at the University of Colorado, Calvary is
built upon a foundation of stone likely from the
Charles R. Foreman & Co. quarry in Golden,
upon which are walls built of brick made by the
Golden City Brick Works. Topping the church
is its sharply pitched roof supported by ornate
wooden trusses hand carved by Milliken and
Woods in the style of Anglican churches of Episcopalian heritage.
The unknown master who designed Calvary was
a member of the original church vestry. A belfry containing the church bell, donated by Mrs.
Jarvis, was added in 1870. Jarvis Hall, the sister
school of Colorado School of Mines, was named
after Mrs. Jarvis’ husband. The baptismal font
inside the church was carved and provided to the
church by George Morrison. Many people important to Colorado history have worshipped at
Calvary, including famed railroad engineer Edward L. Berthoud, Transcript newspaper founder George West and famed brewer Adolph Coors, who donated its pews and north windows.

Over time several additions have been built,
including the Guild Hall from the bricks of
Standley Hall destroyed in a 1901 windstorm.
In 1909, the Chancel was added to extend the
Sanctuary. Fire broke out in 1925 in the basement, threatening to envelop the church. Firefighters quenched the blaze just as it broke
through the floor into the Sanctuary.
Calvary was listed on the National Historic
Register on March 3, 1995. It has been lovingly
restored by the congregation in the years since
then, fulfilling the congregation’s pledge upon
the death of their beloved bishop in 1873, “Resolved – That we shall ever consider the church
building of our parish as a monument of his
generous, untiring labors, and will, with God’s
help, endeavor upon our part to carry out the
devotional ideas of its founder.”

Harrison Block –
1206 Washington Ave., Golden
The largest retail building in Jefferson County
when it was built, the Harrison Block began as
the area’s first triple storefront. Built by pioneer
Jefferson County Commissioner Duncan E.
Harrison, this building was originally set back
10 feet from Washington Avenue. It was a onestory building, topped by a white tile roof crafted by the Golden City Brick Works. However,
a booming city quickly prompted a change in
plans; and within the same year Harrison made
it Jeffco’s first pop top, extending it the rest of
the way to the Avenue and building a secondfloor public hall, finishing it in Italianate style.

as Creekside Jewelers. E. Ames Bader established
his optometrist’s shop here in 1949. Del Miller
moved O’Brien’s Tonsorial Parlor, established in
1947, here in 1957 and renamed it after himself.
This completed the building’s trifecta of primary
tenants, each having the distinction of occupying this building for more than 60 years with
more than 225 years combined service among
them. With its lower façade remodeled in 1924
and upper façade remodeled in 1947, the Harrison Block, still in the hands of the Plummer
family, is eligible for historic designation today.
Works cited:
Physical evidence found inside Astor House during renovations
in 2016
Colorado Transcript, 1/30/1867, 3/6/1867, 5/1/1867, 5/22/1867,
6/12/1867, 7/24/1867, 7/31/1867, 9/4/1867, 9/11/1867,
10/30/1867, 11/20/1867, 7/22/1868, 9/23/1868, 4/21/1869,
1/19/1870, 10/15/1873, 7/28/1875, 9/4/1878, 10/15/1879,
3/17/1880, 9/21/1887, 2/15/1888, 1894, 9/12/1894, 12/25/1901,
1902, 9/24/1902, 11/30/1905, 6/25/1908, 4/15/1909, 6/17/1909,
6/12/1924, 1925, 1947, 1949, 1957, 6/14/1972
Historical files of Richard Gardner
Richard Gardner, interviews with Del Miller, 2005
Golden City Council Minutes, 1871-1888
Golden Downtown General Improvement District records, 19711972
Golden Globe, 4/26/1873, Industrial Edition 5/15/1893, 12/28/1901
Golden Landmarks Association records, 1971-1972
Jefferson County Historical Commission records, 1975
Jefferson County Property Records
Rocky Mountain News, 7/25/1861
The Shining Mountains by Georgina Brown, p. 114-117
United States Department of the Interior, National Register of
Historic Places records
Weekly Commonwealth and Republican, 1/1/1863

It was likely easy for Harrison to make such snap
decisions because the future master of the Golden City Lodge No. 1 A.F. & A.M. was also a contracting builder. He constructed the Loveland
Block in 1863 and would build Jarvis Hall and
the Banning Residence in 1878, still standing in
Golden. Beginning in 1883, the Harrison Block
housed his City Drug Store which continued
past Harrison’s retirement at age 90 and through
the mid-20th century as Alpine Drug. In September 1902, Gordon L. Muffley established a
jewelry store which, passing through the Tierney
and Plummer families, moved to Denver and
back, made its way back to its original storefront and today continues by the Tapia family
Historically Jeffco 2017
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The Great War at Red Rocks Community College

O

n April 6, 1917, Congress officially declared its involvement in World War I
on the side of the Allied Forces. Exactly
100 years later, Red Rocks Community College
hosted its third experiential learning event honoring this momentous event in American history. WWI, once referred to as “The Great War,”
has been overshadowed by World War II today.
The impact of WWI led directly to WWII; it reshaped social norms and brought the world into
the modern era in terms of warfare, technology,
communication and diplomacy.

One of the trenches
constructed in the
volleyball courts
on the Red Rocks
campus

Everyone gathers
in costume in the
Great Hall
all photos Red Rocks
Community College
Marketing Department
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The college’s event was spearheaded by
the History Department. Attendees were
treated to a variety of student projects
across several disciplines. Projects ranged
from the geological and bombturbation,
which detailed the use of explosives and
how they literally changed the landscapes
of the warfront, to the LGBT experience
in WWI, to mining in Colorado and
its impact on the war effort. As a mining state, Colorado contributed through
the production of molybdenum, coal and
steel. Molybdenum, a mineral that is quite common in Colorado, was used in conjunction with
steel to increase its ability to withstand heat and
pressure – very useful when producing items for
war. Coal was used for processing molybdenum
and steel into alloy and smelting them into desired items.
Students from the English Department wrote
and performed poems detailing the horrors of
the war. The Physician Assistant program put
together a mock field hospital where students
demonstrated medical techniques pioneered in
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by Katy Ordway

the war. To aid this process, students in zombielike makeup appeared as victims of the Spanish
flu, chemical weapons and war field trauma to be
the patients for “doctors” and “nurses” dressed in
period garb. Shell shock, better known today as
PTSD, and trench foot were also covered during
these demonstrations. For many watching, the
rudimentary nature of the sanitation and anesthesia was eye opening.
For those inclined to more lighthearted entertainment, a speakeasy with ginger beer, jazz music and games of chance could be found by those
in the know near the coffee shop. While many
members of the staff were in costumes ranging
from flappers to military garb, admission was
only granted with a ticket given out by one of
the many official characters on campus. These
characters included Woodrow Wilson, General
Pershing, Charlie Chaplin, Mata Hari and even
the Lindbergh baby. More difficult to get into
were the two Vaudeville shows. The morning
and afternoon shows were standing room only,
and many were turned away. Acts included singing, dancing, juggling, a sword balancer and
truly bad jokes from the turn of the century. For
those who wanted to get even more involved,
dance lessons were held to master the steps of
the Charleston.
The Red Rocks community was not the only
group involved in the event. The Molly Brown
House Museum had a display as did the Lakewood Heritage Center. Both groups provided
large-scale displays, images, and artifacts such as
movie tickets and curling irons to give students
a better sense of the local connections Colorado
had to WWI. History Colorado had reproduc-

tions of a series of letters between one of the 83,000
soldiers from Colorado and his wife. These primary
source documents described the horrors of war as
seen through the soldier’s eyes while at the same time
telling how he had become immune to the carnage.
There were also several speakers who gave talks on
topics ranging from Ben Salmon, a dissenter during
the war who went on a hunger strike, to anti-German sentiment in Colorado during the conflict.

WWI Draft Records in the Archives

One of the key groups behind the success of WWI
day was the American Living History Association.
This organization, which has participated in each
of the previous events on campus, came through
once again. Members built trenches on campus and
had displays of weapons and equipment including
gas masks from WWI battlefields. The group wore
uniforms representing Canadians, Germans and,
of course, the American Doughboys who fought in
the conflict. The knowledge and willingness of these
groups to share their passions really brought the essence of the Great War to life on campus creating a
memorable event for all.

Local boards were
required to induct
qualified volunteers until their
state-assigned
allotment had
been filled, with
the least disturbance of industrial
and agricultural
conditions within
the state. If not
enough volTelegram, Provost Marshall to Local Board,
unteers came
Jefferson County, May 1918.
forward for a call,
Jefferson County Archives
then the board
would proceed
to select men in sequence of order numbers until there was a sufficient number of qualified men.

T

by Ronda Frazier, Jefferson County Archivist

he Jefferson County Archives has a collection of local draft
board records from World War I. The collection contains correspondence and telegrams between the Provost Marshall of
Colorado and the Local Board for Jefferson County regarding allotments, calls for volunteers, induction lists, instructions and train
schedules for movement of men to various military training camps
or schools in 1918.

Most of the calls in this collection asked for white men who were
grammar school graduates and physically qualified for general
military service. Many were sent to nearby universities (such as
the University of Nebraska, Colorado State University, or Colorado
College) to receive a course of training “fitting them to serve in
army positions both at the front and behind the lines” and that
would be of “great personal value in working their way ahead both
in the army and in civil life.” African-American men were listed
on separate calls and entrained to specific camps. Each man was
asked to carry with him “at least two suits of under clothing, one
suit of outer clothing in good condition, a sweater, a stout pair of
shoes, three extra pairs of socks, and two bath towels” as he would
be kept in civilian clothing for the first three weeks until he could
be supplied with a uniform and other clothing.
Induction lists include the serviceman’s name, order and serial
numbers, home address and name of camp or school entrained
to. These lists are not records of the men who registered in Jefferson County for the draft, nor are they lists of every man from
the county who served in WWI. They are only lists of the men that
Jefferson County was responsible for sending to US military camps
as part of Colorado’s federally-mandated quota for men to provide
for federal military service.

Top: Sven Hillring as a medic displaying many of the
medical devices from the WWI period.
Below: Students participating in period dance lessons

For more information on this or any other collection, please see
the Archives website at www.jeffco.us/archives or contact the
archives at 303-271-8448 or archivist@jeffco.us.
Works cited:
Local Draft Board Records, WWI Inductions, 1918. Series 195. Jefferson County
Archives, Golden, CO
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White Ash Mine Disaster Memorial rededicated

O

Renewed White Ash
Memorial
Doyle Harrison

n Oct. 29, 2016, the renewed memorial of the White Ash Mine Disaster
was rededicated in Golden in a solemn
observance. Located at the west end of Twelfth
Street in proximity to the mine shaft’s place, it
honors, remembers and marks the final resting place of the 10 miners who were lost Sept.
9, 1889, when water from the Loveland mine
broke through a fire weakened pillar and flooded
the White Ash, drowning the men within minutes.

by Richard Gardner

The White Ash coal mine, started August 21,
1877, by Amanzo L. “Bluebird” Jones, was one
of Colorado’s largest mines with several levels
reaching down to 730 feet. It was named for the
ash left when its coal burned. Playing an important part in the growth and development of
early Jefferson County and Colorado, the coal
from White Ash fueled homes, industry and
transportation. Its loss was a major blow to the
community and its people rallied to the aid of
the mine’s stricken families, from a community
memorial service at the
Golden Opera House to
Horace Tabor donating
proceeds from his own Tabor Grand Opera House
to help them.
The Odd Fellows, having
lost four of their brethren, aided their families
and each year held a memorial observance at the
collapsed shaft – first by
tossing flowers into it and
then placing flowers at its
site. On Sept. 9, 1936,
the White Ash memorial
was first dedicated, being
created by community efforts with ceremonies led
by Mayor Albert Jones,
son of foreman Evan Jones
who risked his life to try
to save the miners. Being
drowned beneath hundreds of feet of water, it
was impossible to recover
them. The miners have
remained entombed in
what became Jeffco’s largest crypt.
With renovations to the
adjoining athletic fields
of the Colorado School
of Mines, the memorial
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was displaced, prompting community efforts
to renew and revitalize it. With the aid of funds
raised by the Odd Fellows, noted mining sculptor Cloyd Barnes was commissioned to create
a statue for the memorial, showing a life-sized
miner dressed exactly as the White Ash miners
appeared with their same equipment. A nearby
location in the disaster zone was chosen for the
memorial’s placement with the original bronze
tablet. The tablet, with the names of the Ten was
polished back to its original shine.
Under the guidance of noted Mines dignitary
and former Golden Mayor Marv Kay, along with
research and consultation by Golden historian
Richard J. Gardner, the renewed memorial took
shape. The original tablet remembers the Ten at
their final resting place as before. The statue by
the late artist stands over it, as if one was meeting one of the miners face to face. Its gaze looks
towards the exact spot the miners are entombed
730 feet below.
New tablets, accompanying the original, share
the history of the mine, tell about the lives of
the ten who were lost and the community efforts
to remember them and support their families.
Miners’ names are intentionally spelled differently upon these than on the original tablet, as
original source material has revealed more complete and accurate names. However, it is imperative to preserve the original memorial tablet, as
it is the true tombstone of the miners, lovingly
and respectfully placed, which has stood sentinel
over their burial crypt for decades.
These tablets and statue are surrounded by a
stone terrace, an element planned for the original memorial but never established until now. It
is a time to remember, respect and renew. The
White Ash memorial awaits all visitors at any
time who wish to do so.

The Miners
Joseph Allen, born 1844. Married Martha G.
Allen. Father of Mrs. Margaret Olmstead.

Idaho Springs Wildy Odd Fellows Lodge #33.
John “Jack” Collins, born 1848, England. Lost
wife Philippa W. in 1881. Father of Jane, Martha, Grace, W.J. and Richard. Brother of William Collins, uncle of Richard Rowe. Came
from Pennsylvania in late 1870s. Member Golden Odd Fellows Lodge #13.
William Collins, born 1847, England. Married
with one child. Came with brother John Collins
in late 1870s. Uncle of Richard Rowe. Member
Golden Odd Fellows Lodge #13.
Henry Huesman, born 1849, lived in Denver. Married with five children. Member Odd
Fellows.
Joseph Hotter, born 1840, Switzerland. Wedded Mary from Austria. Had five children including Mary and Joseph. Came from Pennsylvania in late 1870s.
David L. Lloyd, born 1859, single. Came from
Wales in 1886. Brother of Thomas Lloyd. Member Coal Creek Odd Fellows Lodge #32.
John “Jack” Morgan, born 1867 or 1868, single.
John “Johnny” Murphy, born 1844, single.
Richard “Dick” “Rich” Rowe, born 1867. Single with dependent mother. Nephew of John
and William Collins.
Works cited:
Ancestry.com, record of William F. Bowden, accessed 5/18/2017
Buena Vista Democrat, 9/12/1889
Colorado Transcript, 8/22/1877, 2/6/1878, 9/11/1889, 9/18/1889,
2/23/1898, 4/24/1919, 9/10/1936, 9/17/1936
Historical files of Richard J. Gardner
Golden Cemetery records
Golden Globe, 9/14/1889
Golden Odd Fellows Lodge #13 records
Leadville Chronicle, 9/13/1889
Leadville Herald Democrat, 9/10/1889
Salt Lake Tribune, 12/15/1946
United States Census records, 1880
White Ash Memorial tablet, 1936

William Friend Bowden, born June 24, 1855,
Tavistock, Devonshire, England. Son of Samuel and Mary Elliott Bowden. Married Delilah
Mollard in 1879. Father of Elizabeth Mary, John
Mollard and Asenath Laity Bowden. Member
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Where the Westall wreck really REALLY happened
When you study history, you find accounts vary. This
has never been more true than when you study the
Westall train accident of August 28, 1898. This incident came to the attention of the Jefferson County
Historical Commission (JCHC) in 2012 when Frank
Reetz, an English teacher at West Jefferson Middle
School, and his students researched the monument
to the wreck. They went on to lead efforts to restore
and move the monument – the subject of an article
in the 2014 edition of “Historically Jeffco” magazine.
Millie Roeder, JCHC emeritus member, wrote a follow-up for the 2016 edition of “Historically Jeffco,”
with an article entitled: “Where the Westall wreck
really happened.” JCHC’s Publications Committee
was contacted by Bob Schoppe, president, Denver
South Park & Pacific Historical Society www.dspphs.
org, offering a different viewpoint to Millie’s. His
article, printed below, is titled, “Where the Westall
wreck really REALLY happened. “Historically Jeffco”
states,“The information in this magazine is solely provided by the authors. JCHC, the Board of County Commissioners and the Publications Committee are not
responsible for the opinions of authors or the content
of their articles.” So, it is up to readers to read, compare and contrast these three articles. We leave you
with this quote from Winston Churchill: “History with
its flickering lamp stumbles along the trail of the past,
trying to reconstruct its scenes, to revive its echoes, and
kindle with pale gleams the passion of former days.”
Publications Committee

Colorized postcard
circa 1900 depicting
two train loads
of passengers at
Dome Rock. The
passengers beyond
the bridge are in
front of the Westall
monument.
All photos Denver South
Park & Pacific Historical
Society unless indicated.
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by Bob Schoppe, president Denver South Park & Pacific Historical Society

n the Historically Jeffco No. 37 issue of 2016 there appeared an
article titled, “Where the Westall wreck really happened.” Based
on personal interpretation of physical evidence and historical
photos and accounts the author concluded that the wreck which
claimed the life of engineer Billy Westall did not happen where history recorded it, nearly a mile above (west) where the monument
sits at Dome Rock. The author feels that the accident actually happened just east of the monument.
I (and virtually all the other railroad historians) contend that it did
indeed happen just under a mile west of the Westall monument at
Dome Rock, based on the following evidence.
The one and only known historical photo of the wreck shows the
locomotive on its side. I took a photo from approximately the same
angle and the background and river appear the same today.
The railroader’s reference to “near Dome Rock” was typical of the
parlance of the day, and reflected proportional distances. Dome
Rock, almost one mile away to the east, was the nearest recognizable/
named location to the wreck. West of the wreck, the nearest location
was Dawson, some two miles west. There wasn’t much at Dawson,
and the next sizable settlement was at Foxton, 3.5 miles west of the
wreck site. Westall was actually taken to Buffalo, some seven miles
west for medical attention, but he expired there. If the wreck had
happened just beyond the Dome Rock water tank as the author inferred, the references would have been worded “AT Dome Rock.”

The author notes that in the historic photo the
track is clear, that there is no debris, sand or
rocks. This is true, but there’s a good reason. Passenger trains typically ran between 12 and 18
mph through Platte Canon, and Westall may
have been traveling even faster. Not very fast,
but still it took some distance to bring the train
to a complete stop. The blind curve just before
the accident site (see map) was a tight left-hand
curve. The engineer, sitting on the right side
would have to depend on his fireman on the left
side to watch the track ahead and call out any
obstructions on the track. Even assuming the
alarm was raised immediately, the washout/gravel that derailed the locomotive was only a couple
hundred feet up the track. Not enough time or
room to bring the train to a
complete stop. As a comparison, a modern freight train
traveling at 60 mph (with
an infinitely more effective
braking system) needs a full
mile to stop. Billy Westall’s
locomotive, pushed by seven heavy passenger-laden
coaches, climbed up and
over the sand, fell over to the
right and slid to a stop beyond the actual accident/debris site. Thus, the offending
gravel pile was to the right
and out of sight in the historical photograph. Momentum and the laws of physics
carried the locomotive beyond the washout where it
derailed.

curve (the engineer’s blind side) and just beyond
a normally dry gulch that could funnel water
and dirt/sand from a cloudburst down onto the
track below.
The author cited Long Gulch, just west of Dome
Rock, as having more water and thus more potential to be the wreck site. This may be, but
perhaps as a known moving water site it was better prepared by the railroad to handle increased
flow. The left hand turn going into Dome Rock
is not nearly as tight – or as blind – as the actual
wreck site. Westall would have probably been
slowing down approaching the Dome Rock depot. Thunderstorms can be very local. The dry
gulch is positioned just west – just out of sight to
the right in the historical photograph.

Top: The wreck site
today appears much
the same as it did
at the time of the
wreck in 1898.
Bottom: The only
known photograph
of the wreck, shows
where Billy Westall’s
engine came to rest
after derailing on a
washout to the right
of this view.
Denver Public Library,
Western History
Deptartment

The August 30, 1898, edition
of The Denver Post carried an
article on the tragedy and
mentioned, “When within
three quarters of a mile of
Dome Rock a sharp curve
was rounded…” When driving westbound from Dome
Rock about three-fourths
of a mile, there is indeed a
sharp left hand (eastbound)
Historically Jeffco 2017
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Why then is the current location of the Westall
monument nearly a mile from the actual wreck
site? The current site of the monument was chosen so that train passengers could view it. Virtually all the excursion trains stopped at Dome
Rock so that passengers could enjoy this magnificent natural edifice. As Dome Rock was located
on the other side of the Platte River, there was
a footbridge there that enabled people to climb
the steps up to a wooden viewing platform high
up on the other side. Picnic lunches were also
enjoyed there. At the actual wreck site further
west there was little room for several hundred
passengers, and that would have put another
lengthy stop into the schedule. Thus, erecting
the monument at Dome Rock was essentially
“killing two birds with one stone.”
Today there are markers at the original wreck site
and a new marker at the Westall monument’s
new location. These markers were designed and
placed by the students of Frank Reetz at West
Jefferson Middle School. The author states that
the monument was some 50 feet from today’s
river location – in a “safer” area than perhaps
long ago. The site of the monument, which had
been coming apart over the years, was owned by
Denver Water. Engineers from Denver Water
had determined that the monument’s location
was still in the flood plain of the Platte River.

This C&S 1918 Interstate Commerce
Commission (ICC) map shows the
wreck site at approximately mp. 32.6.
The train was traveling eastbound
(from right to left).
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Repairing the monument was contingent on
moving it further away from the river and onto
higher ground.
A case could certainly be made that both points
of view here are based on circumstantial evidence; but based on the historical evidence,
supplemented by the points above, I believe that
history did indeed get it right the first time.
It is not my intention to disparage the author
but rather to highlight this alternative (historical record) view. She has been a supporter of
the Westall monument and legacy for many
years. And for the record, I am not nor have ever
claimed to be a Doctor or Professor of anything.
The “Prof. Dr.” reference in the original article
was actually a compliment, an old German custom to honor someone out of respect, and while
I appreciate the sentiment, I just wanted to set
the record straight and ensure there was no misunderstanding here.
And one additional “pearl of wisdom” to complement the Churchill quote offered above by
the Publications committee: “After all, what is
history, but lies agreed upon” (John Lipsey).

Jeffco’s garden past, present
by Katy Ordway

Second Place, Adult Division, Writers’ Award

J

efferson County, gateway to the Rockies and
the county that lays claim to the first discovery of gold in the area, also has a rich
agricultural history.

Communities like Arvada, with its iconic flour
mill, and Wheat Ridge were based on agriculture from their founding. While the glamour of
the gold rush has tended to dominate the history of Colorado, agriculture has always been
our economic backbone – feeding those who
worked the mines and the fields. With the onset of the 20th century and its infamous wars,
keeping Colorado fed would become an act of
patriotism.

This matter has been taken up by Anne Evans,
vice-chairman of the woman’s executive committee
of the food administration for Colorado in an effort to encourage towns outside of Denver to follow
the lead of The Denver Union Water company in
furnishing sufficient water gratis for the irrigation
of such gardens as may be planted in backyards and
vacant lots. The aim of the food administration is
to raise as much garden stuff as possible for immediate consumption by the families raising it. In this
way, it is figured many more staple foodstuffs may
be continuously sent across the sea to our soldiers.”

Circa 1918 “Sow the
Seeds of Victory”
Poster U.S. Food
Administration,
Educational Division,
Advertising Section
All posters public domain

In August 1914, the world erupted into a war
that would last four years and involve most of
the world. The United States did attempt to stay
out of the war. While running for re-election in
1916, President Woodrow Wilson campaigned
on the idea that “he kept us out of war.” By April
1917 that statement would become false, and
the U.S. would enter as an associated power of
the Allies in World War I. This war would be
very different from previous conflicts as the U.S.
put into action a public relations machine that
would encourage all Americans to make sacrifices for the war effort.
“Meatless Mondays” and “Wheatless Wednesdays” would become commonplace. During
WWI, due to widespread promotion by the
United States government, the Bureau of Education and the U.S. School Garden Army to encourage school children to thrift and industry,
more than 3 million garden plots were put in
nationwide in 1917. In 1918, an additional 5.2
million more plots were planted. The citizens of
Jefferson County were ready and willing to do
their share.
In an article in the Colorado Transcript from
March 21, 1918, Getting Ready for War Gardens, D. E. Garvin, Golden’s mayor, was ready
to“encourage the planting of War Gardens in
Golden with the aid of free water from the city.
Historically Jeffco 2017
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The Colorado Transcript, in the April 4,
1918, edition, reported that the mayor
was still encouraging this goal, “Let us
plant those patches of waste ground in
our backyards and till them well. Something will be said later I hope concerning a plan to be worked out by the city
council for a municipal war garden.”
The war ended in November 1918 and
War Gardens became Victory Gardens.
While interest in these plots waned,
they did not entirely disappear. Many
survived the Roaring Twenties and the
Great Depression of the 1930s to regain their popularity and government
support in the 1940s with the onset of
World War II. WWII also brought rationing; and for many, Victory Gardens
were a way to ensure an adequate food
supply and access to canned goods.
Even the White House got involved
in this process with First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt planting a garden on the
grounds. The Rocky Mountain News, reporting on the idea of gardens in Colorado in 1943, saw plans put together
in January for 50,000 plots. That year
around 40,000 plots were reported. The
50,000-plot goal was reached per the
newspaper by 1944. The city of Denver put together resources to aid home
gardeners including a “Model Victory
Garden.”
Victory came for the Allies in WWII
in 1945. The post-war period in Jeffco
was one of growth in industries such
as aerospace. Slowly but surely, the
agricultural beginnings of the county
have been almost lost to subdivisions
and community festivals. While home
garden plots have remained, it is only

recently that we have seen a resurgence
of gardening in popular culture. Community gardens have started popping
up throughout Colorado. Jefferson
County is no exception.
Today community gardens can be
found across the county. Rose Roots
Garden, in northwest Arvada, is part
of the Denver Urban Gardens project
to provide fresh fruits and vegetables
for food banks in the area. It was created as a joint effort of the Jeffco Open
Space program and the City of Arvada.
The Jefferson County Open School,
Lakewood, began its garden in 2014.
It is part of a farm to cafeteria program
that gives students healthier eating options and a stake in their own food. In
the modern world, we have become
disconnected to our food and where it
originates.
Many are trying to find ways to reconnect, and gardening is a great way to
do that. Although one must admit that
growing things in Colorado comes
with challenges from May snowstorms
and hail to drought and soil quality.
For those looking for pro tips, Colorado State University, through its Master
Gardener Program, provides a variety
of resources to the modern gardener.
These include classes, plant diagnosis
and manning booths at local farmer’s
markets to increase awareness of gardening and answer questions from
the public. According to CSU’s website, this program provides more than
$138,000 of value to Jefferson County.
The website is: http://cmg.colostate.
edu/outreach/Jefferson.shtml

From top: 1945 Victory Garden Poster, Agriculture Department, War Food Administration
1944 Canning Poster, War Food Administration
“Food will win the war” 1918 U.S. Food Administration, Educational Division
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Jeffco CSU Extension celebrates 100 years
by Lisa Sholten, Extension Agent, and Jacki Paone, CSU Extension Director, Jefferson County

T

First Place, Adult Division, Writers’ Award

hree years after President Woodrow
Wilson signed the Smith-Lever Act in
1914, Colorado State University “CSU”
Extension opened its doors in Jefferson County.
The Smith-Lever Act established the Cooperative Extension Service as part of the land-grant
university system. On Nov. 1, 1917, the first
agreement was signed between the Extension
Service of Colorado Agricultural College, now
CSU, the Jefferson County Board of County
Commissioners and the State County Agent
Leader. Thus was born the Jefferson County Extension office which has served county residents
for the past 100 years with research-based education and information to help citizens solve their
real-world problems.
By 1917, when the U.S. joined World War I,
CSU Extension had begun to fill the role of
community organizer by bringing together resources to help citizens “fight” on the home
front. “Food will win the war” became a popular
slogan, and American farmers were encouraged
to drastically increase their output to feed the
troops. Essentially, Extension agents worked to

bring the war effort to the
local level, a fact that is reflected in many of the earliest annual reports. After
the war ended, Extension
agents across Colorado
continued to expand their
work in peace time, under
the direction of Roud McCann – 1921-1929.
Unique to American education, this partnership
between land-grant universities, the U.S. Department of Agriculture and local counties provides
research-based information to citizens and answers questions residents may have on topics
such as financial literacy, nutrition, food safety,
weeds, pests, gardening, native plants, urban
agriculture, renewable energy and 4-H youth
development. CSU Extension identifies and addresses priority needs of the community with
quality information, education and problemsolving programs.

Agreement
establishing the
Jefferson County
Extension Office,
effective November
1, 1917
Jefferson County Archives

In 1944, the Earnest
Effort Home
Demonstration Club
sponsored four
4-H Clubs among
many other projects.
Pages from Earnest
Effort Club 1944
Scrapbook.
Jefferson County Archives
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Jeanne Warner,
first Jefferson
County home
demonstration
agent (undated).
Colorado State University
Agricultural and Natural
Resources Archive.

The first Jefferson
County Agricultural
Agent, K. A. McCaskill, reported for
the year Nov. 15, 1919,
to Nov. 30, 1920, that
he drove or travelled
8,780 miles in a Ford
on 530 gallons of gas
or an average of 16.6
miles per gallon. Interestingly, nearly 100
years later, there are
still some trucks on
the road that get similar gas mileage, though
not the same vintage!
The county agent travelled 437 miles by rail,
received 363 telephone calls and called approximately half that number – 180. His salary was
$1,160 for the year; and the county contributed
$1,000 in cash for expenses, although actual expenses were only $340. Part of the financial support came from USDA Special War Emergency
Appropriation funds.
From this humble beginning, CSU Extension
programs began to grow despite various challenges including an apparent lapse in services.
Louis G. Davis, County Extension Agent, wrote
in his annual report from 1934, “Due to the
long lapse of time since Extension work was
conducted in the county it has been necessary
to build from the ground up. There was so much
to be done in getting 4-H club work started and
so much time had to be devoted to other programs that no county setup of 4-H clubs could
be achieved.”
The 1930s brought a severe infestation of grasshoppers to Jefferson County initiating the formation of a county grasshopper committee.
Noxious weeds including bindweed and morning glory, as well as bacterial wilt in alfalfa fields
due to the grasshoppers and drought, depleted
much of the alfalfa acreage in the county. In
1934, Louis Davis reported that one-third of
the requests that came into the Extension Office were related to diseases and insect control
regarding shrubs, trees, plants and vines around
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homes. Other issues identified included prairie dogs and heavy grasshopper losses to crops
such as celery, sweet corn and orchards. This decade also saw the first annual club picnic that
was held at Berkeley Park, Denver. In 1935, the
first Home Demonstration Agent, Jeanne Warner, was hired; and on Oct. 23 she assumed her
duties, which included responsibility for all the
women’s Extension Clubs and 4-H girls’ club
work. The 1935 Annual Report stated, “There is
a fertile field for a lot of wonderful work in Extension programs for the girls and women of this
county. Miss Warner comes very highly qualified
to take over this position and I am sure she will
enjoy success, promote extension work, enlighten and aid with the problems of rural women.”
There was a Farm and Horse Council, a Grange
Master’s Council, an Agricultural Advisory
Committee, a Women’s Extension Club County Council and a 4-H Clubs County Council.
There were eight Home Economics clubs, and
72 members completed 4-H projects in the Agriculture 4-H Clubs. In 1935, Extension hoped
to have a Junior Club Fair in conjunction with
the Arvada Harvest Festival. There was no club
fair at that time, but members could exhibit at
the State Fair. There was an annual 4-H picnic
and an Achievement Day to recognize members
of 4-H clubs and the Women’s Extension Clubs.
On June 13, 1936, Harold Routh was hired as
an Assistant County Extension Agent to provide
temporary help with the Extension work in the
community.
By the 1940s, an annual 4-H Club Livestock
and Home Economics Show was held in Golden
and included a “Catch It – Keep It” calf contest. The first County Home Council met March
15, 1943, in the Clear Creek Grange Hall with
13 women’s clubs represented. In 1946, a new
fairgrounds facility near 44th Avenue and Olivet
Road was the location of the Jefferson County
Junior Fair. A Fair Committee, part of the 4-H
Club Council, met to set rules and regulations
for a Jefferson County Junior Fair. The 4-H
members themselves made their own rules and
regulations and decided on which classes to offer
at the fair for their project exhibits. In 1947, the
fair was held in conjunction with Golden Days,

because the fairgrounds property was in litigation and unavailable.
In 1948, Edna Thompson was recognized with a
Distinguished Service Award from the National
Home Demonstration Agents’ Association. She
was president of the state association for two
years and chair of the Transportation Committee in the national association for one year. She
reported 20 adult Extension clubs with 318
members and 32 4-H clubs with 286 members.
She worked with landscaping, canning, tailoring
and recreational projects. In 1949, the Home
Economics exhibits were displayed in the gym
at Central School in Golden. The exhibits were
in clothing, food and home furnishings. A style
show was held. Edna Thompson also served as
the Clothing Division Superintendent at the
State Fair.
CSU Extension also worked with the Office of
Labor, War Food Administration to utilize youth
for farm jobs during the war years. The 1945
Agent report shows that 306 youth under 18
were employed as seasonal workers to help with
harvest and to fill the gap by men who left to
fight in the war. There was also a County USDA
War Board that made recommendations to the
Draft Board working through the Extension
office to investigate farm workers to determine
whether they were essential to the farm.

tural Agents were Alvin Lesser and Dwight H.
Pace. The Extension Office was located at 5666
Wadsworth Blvd., Arvada. The Agricultural
Agents and Assistants worked with a new Jefferson County Fair Board and the 4-H Clubs and
Councils. They were active in the Gilpin-Jefferson County Livestock Association, which was
founded in 1919 as Gilpin County Livestock
Association and renamed in 1921. The agents
and assistants attended meetings making recommendations on legislation, diversification of agriculture, fencing, permit problems and animal
diseases such as brucellosis and scabies. There
were issues with Wyoming ground squirrels and
red spider in raspberries, for which a treatment
plan of sulfur was recommended.
Achievement Days, an award program for club
members, was held at various locations in local
clubs, neighborhoods and at the Federal Center
in Lakewood. The Loch Lomond Grange 76 in
Fairmount sponsored a Farmers’ Institute annually from 1932-1955. “This institute,” stated
an article in the Golden Transcript, August 4,
1987, “involved agriculture and home economic
achievements for all residents of Jefferson County as well as 4-H achievements.” By the mid-Fifties, it became apparent that there was a problem
of lack of facilities for club programs and the fair.

Ruth Ann Harkness
and Kenny Peterson
at the 9th Annual
Kiwanis 4-H Beef
Show, January 12,
1949. Photo from
4-H club scrapbook.
Jefferson County Archives

Noxious weeds and pests, including grasshoppers, continued to be an issue with crops grown
in Jefferson County; the Extension Office received many calls on the “new” chemical 2-4D
for controlling weeds. An annual financial report from 1949-1950 shows total annual expenditures for CSU Extension to be $13,364 with
salaries divided four ways between the Agricultural Agent, the Home Demonstration Agent
and the 4-H Club Agent as well as clerical staff.
Charles Drage and Stanley Stolte were Agricultural Agents in the 1940s.
Residents in the 1950s were served by different
Home Demonstration Agents – Barbara Relyea
and Edna Thompson – and Home Economics
Agents, Lois Humphrey and Carol Thulson.
The Agricultural Agents were H.B. Brooks and
Stanley H. Stolte, and the Assistant AgriculHistorically Jeffco 2017
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County Fairgrounds, and Home Economics exhibits were displayed at Pleasant View School.
There was also a Rural Electrification Field Day
for electric and mechanics members and leaders.

Safety Parade staged
by 4-H Variety Club,
1948. Signs held by
participants read
“Attacked by bull,”
“I fell off a horse,”
“Any one of these
accidents could
happen to you.”
Colorado State University
Agricultural and Natural
Resources Archive

Jefferson County
Extension Service
office moves from
5666 Wadsworth
Ave., Arvada, to the
county fairgrounds
on W. 6th Ave.,
Golden–Denver Post,
January 12, 1958.
Clipping from 4-H
Club scrapbook.
Jefferson County Archives
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From 1951 through 1953, the 4-H Junior Fair
was held in conjunction with the Arvada Harvest Festival at Arvada High School. The 4-H
Dress Revue, where girls modeled the clothing they sewed, was held on the athletic field.
In 1952, the fair was not well attended, because
school had already started. A 4-H camps’ tradition began in 1953 with a 4-H camp held at the
YMCA in Deckers on August 2-5.
A milestone was reached in 1954 when the Jefferson County 4-H Junior Fair was held for the
first time at the Jefferson County Fairgrounds, at
its current location at 15200 W. 6th Ave., Golden. The 4-H Dress Revue was held on a stage
in the center of the arena in a new fairground
building, the current Livestock Arena. Home
Demonstration Agent Edna Thompson reported
around 1,000 people in the audience. She said
180 girls participated in the Dress Revue, the
most successful held up until that time in Jefferson
County.
Photos of the girls
were published in
the rural edition
of The Denver Post.
In 1956, the Jefferson County Junior Fair was split
into two locations
because construction on a new exhibit building was
not complete. Agricultural exhibits
were displayed
at the Jefferson
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The 4-H Foundation formed in the mid-1950s
to address funding to support 4-H activities, such
as helping members attend state and national
conferences and events. Bankers in the county
were approached to serve on the Board of Trustees including Paul Pattridge, president of the
First National Bank in Golden, Fred Kirschke,
president of the Jefferson County Bank in Lakewood and Leo Baldwin of the Rocky Mountain
Bank in Lakewood. Various other community
members joined the board at various times. A
Board of Advisors composed of two 4-H leaders, two 4-H members and two 4-H Extension
Agents was also formed. With much fanfare, the
Extension office moved in early 1958 from its
offices at 5666 Wadsworth Blvd., Arvada, to its
current location on the Jeffco Fairgrounds. Near
the close of the decade, the Jefferson County
4-H Foundation began the first annual youth
livestock auction in 1959.
The 1960s saw growth of the Jefferson County Fair and club programs with activities such
as candy sales to raise funds and “Lawn of the
Month” program sweepstakes to see who would
win with their yard. Regular meetings of the Jefferson County Fair Board were held to make improvements to the fair regarding parking, night
security and facilities. There was a Jeffco 4-H
Advisory Board and Homemakers clubs and
4-H youth clubs. Homemakers clubs declined in
the 1970s, but they still existed into the 1990s.
These Homemakers clubs sold cookbooks members had compiled, and they often met at different members’ homes.
In 1974, Eagle’s Nest Owl’s Roost environmental day camps started. These camps were wildly
popular, received national recognition, and have
expanded to a program that sees nearly 700
youth in grades three through six who hike and
learn about natural and cultural history. The
camps were expanded in 2012 to include sixth
grade because of numerous requests by campers. In 1976, the Master Gardener program was
instituted in Jefferson County and one other

county in the state. This program, which provides intensive training in horticulture, is now a
key program in Extension offices across the state.
The 1980s saw some extensive staff reductions
in Extension. A report in Sunset magazine stated that 36 positions were lost in 1986. In that
same year, however, the Jefferson County office
opened its Plant Clinic to provide unbiased pest
information and control recommendations.
Some of the highlights in the 1990s included
the addition and expansion of programs. CSU
Extension staff and Master Gardeners were key
providers of technical information and volunteers for the establishment of a rose garden in
1993. The garden, a cooperative venture among
those in the criminal justice system and the
Denver Rose Society “has allowed community
groups and sentenced inmates to work side by
side to achieve common goals,” American Rose
magazine, July 1994. In 1994, the name of Extension Homemakers changed to Family and
Community Education programs. The Native
Plant Master program was created in 1997 as
a Jefferson County program, first expanding in
2007 by adding Eagle County. This award-winning program is currently offered by 12 counties
in Colorado to address behaviors that impact
the sustainability of managed and natural landscapes.
The past decade has seen many changes in CSU
Extension programming and with the county
fair. Various groups made up of 4-H volunteers
took over running the Youth Livestock Auction
at the fair, first the Jeffco Junior Livestock Sale
and then the Jeffco Livestock Enrichment Program that began in 2014 to oversee the annual
4-H Livestock Auction
and Youth Market. Another group of 4-H volunteers formed Jeffco
Fair, Inc. to help keep
the Jefferson County
Fair going during the
1990s and early 2000s.

of managing the
county fair over
to a new events
team at the Jefferson County
Fa i r g ro u n d s
to expand the
county celebration to a wider
audience with
the formation of
the Jeffco Fair & Festival. The purpose of the
Jeffco Fair & Festival is to ensure success of an
attractive, inviting and appealing annual county
fair and celebration while supporting and showcasing 4-H, youth programs, equine, livestock
and agricultural elements across the diverse communities of Jefferson County.
CSU Extension now serves the community with
a larger staff than in its early days and a much
broader scope of programs including 4-H Youth
Development, Family and Consumer Science,
Horticulture, Native Plant Master, Nutrition
and Urban Agriculture. The mission now is to
provide research-based information and innovative services that aid in developing youth, furthering the local production and consumption
of healthy foods and enhancing plant life and
natural resources. CSU Extension plans to serve
the citizens of Jefferson County for another 100
years with appreciation to all the volunteers that
make Extension programs possible.
Authors’ note:
A copy of the agreement establishing the Jefferson County
Extension office 100 years ago and many other historic
documents are housed at the Jefferson County Archives where
research was conducted for this article. Additional information
was found in the Colorado State University archives.

Jefferson County
4-H Square Dance
Team. Girls:
Bonnie Churches,
Shirley Miller, Mary
Hotchkiss and
Eleanor Dunn. Boys:
Bob Berling, Don
Brozovich, Frank
Rodgers Jr. and Allen
Edwards
Colorado State University
Agricultural and Natural
Resources Archive

Jefferson County’s
Exhibit at the 1936
Colorado State Fair
Jefferson County Archives

In 2016, the Jefferson
County Board of County Commissioners decided to hand the reins
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Discovering, preserving history of 1st Judicial District

T

he Judges Wall project, with its four
phases, is a combined effort of the Jefferson County Historical Commission
(JCHC), the 1st Judicial District and the Colorado Supreme Court Law Library. The 1st Judicial District currently includes Jefferson and
Gilpin counties.

by Bonnie E. Scudder and Lee Katherine Goldstein

counties also were on the Bench. Prior to statehood, the Colorado Territorial Era (1861-1876)
was served by 22 judges, and the Gold Rush Era
(1858-1861) had 11 judges. Biographical summaries and photos, when available, are featured.
Phase IV – This phase will include over 50 county judges who were elected when their counties
were part of the 1st Judicial District. Biographic
information and portraits, when available, will
be posted on several websites.
Researching the history of Phase I and II judges
was relatively simple. A questionnaire was developed and distributed to living judges who provided most of the information needed. Research
proved to be fairly simple for judges for whom
we did not have questionnaires, as information
in most cases was accessible.

Visitors peruse
judges’ biographies
during reception
held at the
Jefferson County
Administration and
Courts Facility.
Public Engagement

On Thursday, Dec. 15, 2016, Phases I and II
were introduced at a reception attended by current and retired judges, Jefferson County Commissioners, representatives of the Supreme Court
Law Library, citizens, members of the Colorado
Bar Association, Jeffco officials and members of
the Jefferson County Historical Commission
(JCHC). More than 60 guests viewed the Phase
II display featuring 46 judges with biographies
and portraits, as well as two courthouse sketches,
a map and other documents relating to the history of the Merit Selection Era.
The four phases of this project are:
Phase I – currently serving district and county
judges and magistrates.
Phase II – former judges serving during the
Merit Selection Era from 1967 to the present.
Phase III – Election Era from 1876 to 1966.
During this era, 20 district judges served; twenty
county judges elected in Jefferson and Gilpin
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For judges in Phase III, however, this was not
possible. Dan Cordova, Katharine Hales and
Sarah Felsen of the Colorado Supreme Court
Law Library were integral to this project. They
began by identifying the district and county
judges. Sessions Laws and other resources were
thoroughly searched and lists were compiled
of judges serving during the Election Era. Frequently, only initials accompanied the last name.
They also researched the changing requirements
for judges during these years. Dates of admission
to the Bar and many other topics were pursued.
Also displayed are illustrations of current and
past Jefferson County courthouses. Three drawings of previous courthouses were illustrated by
Carol Perricone, wife of retired Judge Gaspar
Perricone. Doyle Harrison, graphic design specialist for Jeffco’s Planning & Zoning Division,
illustrated the current Jefferson County Administration and Courts Facility. A replica of an historic 1862 map of the Colorado Territory (see
adjoining article) is also featured.
District Two Commissioner Casey Tighe recommended that JCHC assist with this project.
Bonnie Scudder chairs the Judges’ Wall project.
She wrote biographical summaries, worked with
the various committee members and visited the

Colorado Supreme Court Law Library several
times to meet with Cordova, Hales and Felsen,
who verified information and provided leadership and direction.
Detective work by Deborah Darnell, a member of Mountain Genealogists Society, resulted
in positive identification of nearly all the judges
listed. (Darnell and Scudder co-chair the Volunteer History Team at Staunton State Park.) See
companion article entitled “Genealogist’s perspective on the Judges’ Wall” by Darnell.
Rick Gardner, JCHC member, supplied a great
deal of information about the judges serving
during the Gold Rush and Colorado Territorial
eras. He also provided the history of these two
eras. Ronda Frazier, Jefferson County Archivist
and staff liaison to JCHC, researched the county’s historical records to clarify discrepancies. She
also served as a proof-reader.
Dick Scudder provided invaluable technical and
photographic assistance. Crystal Samms, a Gilpin County librarian, also participated in the
project by searching for information on Gilpin
County judges in old history books, newspapers
and on microfiche. She provided reliable information on many of the judges dating back to the
1800s, and she even found some photographs.
Dr. David Forsyth, curator of Gilpin County’s
History Museum, also assisted by researching
Gilpin County judges with little information or
missing photos.

Completing the circle on this “preservation project” are several other individuals, including Margaret T. Chapman, also a JCHC member, who
serves as editor of the biographies. Harrison contributes his expertise in layout, preparation of
portraits, biographies, preparation of maps and
coordinating efforts with the county for installation of the display. Dennis Dempsey, a planner in Jefferson County’s Planning & Zoning
Department, oversees JCHC and is a member
of this committee. Caren Stanley, who retired at
the end of 2016, served as Court Administrator
during the implementation of Phases I and II.
Stanley played a key role in the evolution of the
Judges’ Wall project. Laura Arcilise, an administrator with the 1st Judicial District, assumed
Stanley’s role in 2017, assisting with budgetary
and other issues. She is the contact with currently serving judges.
The Judges’ Wall Project is on-going. As judges
retire, their portraits and short biographies will
be incorporated into Phase II. Phase IV will be
developed in 2018; some data on these judges
from other counties has been collected. Earlier
phases will eventually be included in this digital
display. The display will feature bios and historical information on several websites. Once the
information is available online, this rich history
will be far more accessible.
With such a variety of experts, all dedicated to
preserving and presenting history, this significant project preserves and shares the story of the
1st Judicial District in Colorado.

Phase II display of the
Judges’ Wall project
Doyle Harrison
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Judicial law, order in Jeffco’s Territorial Era

I

n its early years, judicial law and order in
Jefferson County was adventurous, with
multiple and sometimes competing jurisdictions asserting control over this area, with varying degrees of success. Under the provisional
government of Jefferson Territory, the courts of
Jefferson County and the 1st Judicial District
were first created, laying the foundations of the
judicial order that was to define the region to
this day. On Feb. 28, 1861, Colorado Territory
was organized, at last granting formal and federally recognized order to the land of gold. On
June 6, 1861, Jefferson Territorial Gov. Robert
Williamson Steele, with a proclamation long remembered, ceremoniously handed the reins to
newly appointed Colorado Territorial Gov. William Gilpin:
PROCLAMATION
By virtue of the authority in me vested, I, R.W. Steele, Governor of
the Territory of Jefferson under the Provisional Government, and in
and by the virtue of my election by a majority of the People of the then
called government of the People of the Mining Region, unrecognized
by the General Government, at the base of the Rocky Mountains, on
the East and at the center thereof, and placing our confidence in that
‘Over-ruling Providence’ that has for a long period of time, steadied us
as an American People, through so many difficulties by foes seen and
unseen, I therefore issue this my proclamation in view of the arrival of
Governor Wm. Gilpin, and other officers of the United States, whom I
recognize as being duly in authority. I deem it but obligatory upon me,
by virtue of my office, to yield unto ‘Caesar the things that are Caesar’s’,
and I hereby command and direct that all officers holding commissions under me, especially all Judges, Justices of the Peace, &c., shall
surrender the same and from this date shall abstain from exercising
the duties of all offices they may have held under me by virtue of said
commissions, and further I advise and recommend to all law and order
loving citizens to submit to the law of the United States and restrain
themselves from deeds of violence which so long have made our peculiar
position almost a bye word in the eyes of the civilized world. Again I
advise my fellow citizens who know me ‘so long and so well’, to yield
obedience to the Laws of the United States, and do it by attending to
your proper and legitimate avocations whether Agricultural or Mining.
R.W. STEELE, Governor.
By the Governor,
L.L. BOWEN, Acting Secretary of the Territory of Jefferson.
Done at Denver this 6th day of June, A.D. 1861.
44
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by Richard Gardner
Advertisement
of Gov. Gilpin’s
proclamation of
the first session of
the First Judicial
District, from the
Daily Colorado
Republican and
Rocky Mountain
Herald, August 2,
1861
Gardner collection

On Aug. 19, 1861, Gov. Gilpin declared the
newly reconstituted existence of the 1st Judicial
District. First presided over by the late Chief Justice Alexander J. Allison of the Jefferson Territorial Supreme Court, it was now presided over by
Chief Justice Benjamin F. Hall of the Colorado
Territorial Supreme Court. Jefferson County was
also reborn and, with it, the reconstituted Jefferson County Court, now holding full jurisdiction
over both civil and criminal matters. Where Jeffco originally had three judges, a President Judge
and two Associate Justices, it was now overseen
by the Probate Judge, who like the predecessors, was popularly elected. Unlike the Supreme
Court of Jefferson Territory, the Colorado Territorial Justices were appointed by the President of
the United States, confirmed by the Senate and
sent here. The Colorado Territorial Legislature
decided which justices would be assigned each
of the three original judicial districts to preside
over as District Judge. It also set the boundaries
of each of the judicial districts. It could change
these boundaries and which judge was assigned
to which district at any time.
This began a new chapter in regional jurisprudence, for while the Territory was building upon
the foundations of before, the district and county
had new borders and new judges to preside. Some
would be popular, others despised. The Legislature took advantage of the opportunity to change
judicial district borders and judges early and often. The original borders of the judicial districts
were defined when Gov. Gilpin proclaimed them
into existence on July 11, 1861:

“1st District - All territory East of a Meridian
Line passing through the town of Arapahoe,
District Court at Denver City. Benj. F. Hall,
Chief Justice.
2nd District - All territory west of said Meridian
and north of the parallel of the town of Bradford. District Court at Central City. S. Newton
Pettis, Associate Justice.
3rd District - All territory West of said Meridian
and South of the Parallel of the town of Bradford, District Court at Canon City. Chas. Lee
Armour, Associate Justice.”
The original boundaries of the 1st Judicial District included all northeast Colorado. Jefferson
County, which the Legislature formally reconstituted with most of today’s borders on Nov. 1,
1861, had the unique distinction of being divided among all three judicial districts. Arapahoe
City, marking the 1st Judicial District’s western
boundary, was Jeffco’s first town, standing just
east of Golden and the Table Mountains. It is
marked by a historic marker along West 44th
Avenue just west of McIntyre Street today. Bradford, marking the southern boundary of the 2nd
Judicial District, is today the locale of the Ken
Caryl Ranch, where the stone ruins of the Bradford house remain. For a week, every District
Court Judge in Colorado served Jefferson County, but not one could hold court in its county
seat of Golden City. Golden City was not a designated city for District Court sessions, and District Courts weren’t even meeting.
This quickly changed on Nov. 8, 1861, when the
Territorial Legislature formalized the new judicial
districts and based them upon county boundaries as before. However, Jefferson County was
no longer in the 1st Judicial District, which was
now comprised of Arapahoe, Boulder, Douglas,
El Paso, Larimer and Weld counties. Jeffco was
placed in the 2nd Judicial District, comprised of
Clear Creek, Gilpin, Jefferson, Park and Summit counties. The familiar pairing of Jefferson
and Gilpin counties, first made as Jefferson and
Mountain counties in Jefferson Territory, was restored, but under a different district. Mountain
County was the Jefferson Territorial version of
Gilpin County.

These first District Court judges who
served Jeffco, all appointed by President
Abraham Lincoln, were as widely varied as
Territorial appointments could be. Benjamin Franklin Hall, former Mayor of Auburn, NY, was a popular judge. Solomon
Newton Pettis, Meadville, PA, was not
favorably impressed with his district and
returned to Meadville without holding
any sessions of court here. Charles Lee Armour, stated Bench and Bar of Colorado,
was a different creature altogether:
“Armour was a very eccentric man and managed
to make himself very unpopular by his manners
and his decisions from the bench. Lawyers who
had cases pending in his court absolutely refused
to try them before him. They either sought to
remove them to one of the two other districts on
changes of venue, or had them continued and
continued again, in hopes that the judge would
resign or be removed.”

Gov. William Gilpin,
the first Governor of
Colorado Territory,
declared the
reconstituted First
Judicial District into
existence on August
19, 1861.
Public domain

Colorado historian Wilbur Fiske Stone, years
later addressing the Colorado Bar, remembered
Judge Armour as a “talented, cranky, inscrutable,
many-sided tyrant. Among other peculiarities he
required every one taking an oath to swear on
an old, musty Bible and kiss the begrimed book,
regardless of the labial transfusion of prehistoric
microbes.” Petitions for his removal were made;
and the Territorial Legislature, presuming his
imminent departure, reconfigured the judicial
districts. Jefferson County was restored to the
1st Judicial District on Aug. 15, 1862, replacing El Paso County. It was separated from Gilpin
County; but rejoined its other original companion, Arapahoe County. Hall was its new District
Judge.
However, the petitions for Judge Armour’s removal were of no avail; and Colorado now faced
a serious dilemma. As a Territorial appointee he
could not be removed by either the voters or the
Legislature. President Lincoln had more urgent
matters to attend to than trouble with the local
judge. The Legislature could, however, tell the
judge where to go and its solution was Colorado’s
first legislative gerrymander. On March 5, 1864,
the judicial districts were again reconfigured,
with Gilpin reunited with Jefferson and ArapaHistorically Jeffco 2017
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hoe counties in the First along with
Clear Creek County. The 1st Judicial District now became a
vast domain larger than the
states of Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, Vermont
and brand new West Virginia. New judge Stephen
Selwyn Harding had his work
cut out for him.

Spruce McCoy Baird
as an officer in the
Confederate Army,
earlier Judge of
Santa Fe County,
Texas, from 18481850, and first judge
over lands of the
future 1st Judicial
District
Public domain

Future Jefferson
County Judge
Allison Howell
DeFrance, admitted
to the Colorado Bar
by the Supreme
Court at Golden City
in September 1867
“History of Clear
Creek and Boulder
Valleys”, 1880
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Judge Armour was exiled to the
now tiny 3rd Judicial District, far
from the seat of power, in the rural Mexican
populated Costilla and Conejos counties. Even
these were not entirely abandoned to their fate,
because the Legislature decreed the upcoming
session of court would be held by Allan Alexander Bradford, Pettis’s successor, with just a year
left in Armour’s term. According to Bench and
Bar of Colorado, “Judge Armour was assigned
to this district, but the legislators had reckoned
without their host. Instead of taking up his residence in the new district, Judge Armour refused
pointblank to go. He remained at Central City
drawing his salary and enjoying life generally until 1865, when he left the state.”
Once Armour’s term neared its end, the 1st Judicial District was reconfigured
again on Feb. 10, 1865, to
comprise Arapahoe, Douglas, Weld, Lake, Park, and
Summit counties. Jefferson County was reassigned
back to the 2nd Judicial
District. On Nov. 2, 1870,
Greenwood County, created from the Cheyenne
Reservation, was added
to the First, making the 1st Judicial
District a realm
covering half of
Colorado, larger
than 16 states
in the union
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and many modern countries. However, Greenwood County would cease to exist on Feb. 6,
1874, when the Legislature split it between Elbert and Bent counties.
Meanwhile Jefferson County had its own judges.
The Golden office of Probate Judge was called
into existence by the Territorial Legislature on
Nov. 7, 1861. The judges started out as problematically as they had under Jefferson Territory. Esteemed citizens were elected to the bench but did
not last there very long. William Train Muir, late
editor of the Colorado Democrat, Jeffco’s second newspaper, and past master of Golden City
Lodge No. 1 A.F. & A.M., was the first elected
in 1861 but soon departed in 1862. Col. John
R. Gilbert, a man who worked in transportation,
storage, and commissioning and ranching, was
appointed by the County Commissioners. However, he resigned at the beginning of 1863 and
Ensign Bryant Smith (his actual first name, not
rank) was appointed as his successor. Known as
“Mexican Smith,” he was an adventurer of the
Southwest whose colorful life included eight
gunshot and arrow wounds, being thrown out
of William Bent’s wagon train for slacking (until Bent realized he was actually sick) and escape
from Indian capture by both him and his wife,
the equally colorful Juanita Ortiz Smith. Smith
built the original road up Clear Creek Canyon
in 1863 for William A.H. Loveland. The next
elected judge, Henry Altman, at last took the
bench in 1863. He is best known for helping
facilitate the recording of Golden’s town plat in
1864 and the landmark deal between Loveland
and the townspeople granting him all unclaimed
lots in exchange for providing the funding to
plat the city. This not only platted Golden but
ensured all town titles were clear, a problem that
plagued other gold rush communities in Colorado.
During this time a third court system made its advent in Jefferson County, the Territorial Supreme
Court. When Golden City became the Territorial Capital on Aug. 14, 1862, the Supreme Court
immediately moved there. Unlike the Governor
and the Legislature, the Supreme Court held all
its sessions at Golden City throughout the time
it was capital, from 1862-1867. Its likely venue

was that of the Jefferson County Court, as tradition established that a court without its own
home would take up quarters in those of the inferior tribunals. The Supreme Court likely met
in the quarters of the District Court, which itself
likely met in the county courtroom, which was
the Council Chamber at the far west end of the
upper floor of the Loveland Block. Therefore,
the Loveland Block, still standing at Twelfth
Street and Washington Avenue in downtown
Golden, is likely the oldest remaining Supreme
Court chamber in Colorado. The Astor House
hotel, newly opened nearby by Seth Lake, eagerly solicited the patronage of the court people.
During its sessions in Golden City, the Territorial Supreme Court served two primary functions: to rule upon cases taken to it from the
District Court level and to admit attorneys to
the Colorado Bar. Cases ruled upon included
William N. Byers et al. v. Thomas Gibson, a conflict between pioneer Colorado newspaper editors, which the court dismissed. Lawyers who
took the oath of the Colorado Bar 150 years
ago this year included Willard Teller, brother of
Henry M. Teller of senatorial and Teller House
fame, on July 2, 1867; prominent Boulder attorney Granville Berkley in September 1867;
and Allison Howell DeFrance, who was elected
County Attorney in September 1867.
Among the prominent attorneys who practiced
in Territorial Jefferson County was one who had
been the first judge over any of the lands of the
1st Judicial District long before the district existed. The earliest American judge over any of
today’s Colorado, Spruce McCoy Baird, was appointed Chief Judge of Santa Fe County, TX, by
Gov. George T. Wood on May 27, 1848. At that
time Texas Territory extended through southeast
and central Colorado. Judge Baird was rejected
by New Mexicans, and his office ceased with the
Compromise of 1850 that ceded his county to
federal possession. He stayed in New Mexico,
was admitted to the Bar there in 1855 and was
appointed attorney general in 1860. However,
being a strong Confederate sympathizer, he was
indicted for high treason on March 4, 1862, and
his property was confiscated. He left the territory with the retreating Texas troops who were

defeated at the Battle of Glorieta
Pass. After serving in the Confederate Army and organizing troops
that served in Texas during the
war, Baird came to Colorado in
1867, first to Trinidad and then
to Golden by 1870. He was admitted to the Colorado Bar in
1871, and his law office still
stands as a cottage at 922
10th St. today.
Meanwhile the office of
Probate Judge in Jefferson
County proved to be in capable hands. Jonas Morris Johnson, also known as James, had built the Rocky
Mountain House, Golden’s first hotel. He had
previously served as Jeffco school superintendent,
Justice of the Peace and Golden Postmaster. As
Probate Judge, he served from 1864-1869. Succeeding him was Joseph Mann, who previously
served as a District Attorney and County Judge
in Iowa. He became one of Golden’s most highly
respected citizens. A prominent member of the
Masons and Odd Fellows, he served as Probate
Judge from 1869-1873 before going on to simultaneously serve as Jefferson County Attorney and in the Colorado House of Representatives. He would return to serve as County Judge
from 1899-1903.
Chester Calvin Carpenter studied law under Jefferson Territorial Supreme Court Justice John N.
Odell and served as Probate Judge
from 1873-1875. He would go
on to serve as District Judge
for the 1st Judicial District
from 1881 until his death in
1889. He lived at the spring
at today’s 402 23rd
Street where Golden
was founded and
built his house
upon it.

Joseph Mann,
Jefferson County
Judge in both the
Territorial and State
eras, from 18691873 and 1899-1903
Golden Globe Industrial
Edition, May 15, 1893

Chester Calvin
Carpenter, Jefferson
County Probate
Judge from 18731875 and 1st
Judicial District
Judge from 18811889
“History of Clear Creek
and Boulder Valleys”,
1880
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Alexander Dickey Jameson, court clerk under
Carpenter, ascended to
Probate Judge in his place
and ushered in the era of
statehood by being elected
County Judge in 1876. He
would go on to serve four
separate times as Jefferson
County Judge.

Alexander Dickey
Jameson, four-time
Jefferson County
Judge who presided
over the county
during its transition
from the Territorial
to the State eras
Golden History Museums,
City of Golden Collection

The District Court’s situation had only marginally
improved since Armour’s
departure. Stephen Selwyn Harding, an ardent
abolitionist believing slavery was unconstitutional, had served as governor of Utah Territory
from 1862-1863 until he was removed due to
his opposition to plural marriage. That year he
was appointed Chief Justice of the Colorado
Supreme Court and assigned to oversee the 1st
Judicial District. He proved almost as unpopular
as Armour and resigned in 1865. That year Jefferson County flipped back to the 2nd Judicial
District, and Allen Alexander Bradford became
its District Judge. Bradford had served as a District Court Judge in Iowa and as a member of the
Nebraska Territorial Council (Senate). He had
been appointed Associate Judge of the Colorado
Territorial Supreme Court in 1862 and served
as the Territory’s non-voting delegate to Congress. Charles Frederick Holly, who had fought
in the Civil War as Captain of Company H of
the 2nd Colorado Cavalry, was appointed Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, serving from
1865-1866. He later homesteaded 120 acres at
Beulah.
William Richard Gorsline, Holly’s successor, was
described as “an able lawyer, a polished gentleman, one of the most amiable and kindly men
among the early settlers of Colorado, and also
one of the most respected and beloved of pioneer lawyers.” Appointed to the Supreme Court
by President Andrew Johnson in 1866, Justice Gorsline proved quite popular but declining health limited his stamina. He resigned in
1870 and that year moved from Central City to
Golden City to live, acquiring a place at today’s
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1205 Washington Ave. James Burns Belford, his
successor in the 2nd Judicial District, had been
a Presidential Elector for Indiana and a member
of its state House. He was only the second Colorado Territorial Justice to serve his full term.
Justice Wells later recalled, “He was a most conscientious and just-minded judge, and his opinions as they appear in the reports, are examples
of happy expression.” President Ulysses S. Grant
reappointed him for a second term, but by 1876
he left and was elected the new state of Colorado’s first U.S. Representative. Later serving again
as judge from 1879-1885, he was known as “The
Red-Headed Rooster of the Rockies.”
Amherst Willoughby Stone, the last Territorial
District Judge over Jefferson County, had led
an adventurous life before finding even more
as judge. Practicing law in Georgia during the
Civil War, Stone and his wife were part of a
small, secretly Unionist community in Atlanta
that helped Union prisoners escape and provided intelligence to Gen. William Tecumseh
Sherman’s advancing forces. Paradoxically, Stone
also owned slaves and publicly expressed support
for the Confederacy. During a trip to his Vermont birthplace, he was arrested for smuggling
and aiding the rebel cause when habeus corpus
was suspended. However, once the war was over,
President Grant appointed Stone to the Colorado Territorial Supreme Court, where he was
assigned the 2nd Judicial District.
Stone had only been on the bench for a year when
one of his Boulder cases came to the front. The
Golden-based Colorado Central Railroad, the
first railroad into the Colorado Rockies, had
borrowed money from the mighty Union Pacific, secured by mortgage bonds. Jay Gould,
reviled by many as a ruthless robber baron, and
the Union Pacific initiated foreclosure against
the Colorado Central asking for appointment of
a receiver. Judge Stone tentatively appointed David Moffat as receiver and scheduled a hearing
for Aug. 15, 1876, to finalize the appointment
– just one day before the District Court’s term
in Boulder was to end. Judge Stone was to take
the train from Golden to Boulder that morning
to preside.

That morning, north of Golden, 14 masked and
armed men, blockading the tracks with a pile of ties,
intercepted and stopped the train at Lake Kinnear
(now Standley Reservoir), entered the passenger car
and forced Judge Stone off at gunpoint. His captors,
treating him from the moment he got off the train
with the utmost civility, had him rest under a shade
tree through the day. They provided a horse for him,
but they had to escort his horse through the countryside as he did not know how to ride. That evening they fed him supper at a ranch, then transported him to Denver to release him. Gov. John Long
Routt organized a grand jury. When he appeared
before them, Judge Stone said, “Now, gentlemen, I
believe that I don’t want to go any farther with this
case. These boys took me on a little ride and treated
me very nice; I am afraid if they get into trouble
they will take me on another ride and it won’t be as
pleasant as the first one.” With that, the case rested.
The locals retained ownership of the railroad after
paying off Gould. Judge Stone served out the rest
of his term until Colorado’s first elections for state
Supreme Court Justices in 1876.
Sixty years later, on Sept. 23, 1936, before the 1st
Judicial District Bar Association, one of the last surviving conspirators stepped forward. Carlos W. Lake,
son of Astor House proprietor Seth Lake, confessed
that he had helped mastermind and lead the kidnapping. Also, leading the conspirators was Mott Johnson, aka Jonas Morris Johnson, Jr., son of the early
Probate Judge. The plot was created by them and
others after the Colorado Central Railroad’s board
of directors had asked Judge Gorsline and future
Judge DeFrance if there was anything they could do
to forestall repossession. They were told there were
two ways: pay the interest to Jay Gould or prevent
Judge Stone from reaching Boulder. Investigator
Dave Cook, leader of the Rocky Mountain Detective Agency, was a friend of Lake and Johnson, who
both became Jefferson County sheriffs. Cook did not
believe for an instant they were innocent. If there
were any men capable of organizing such an effort
from Golden, it would be them. The ranch where
Judge Stone had supper was that of Colorado Central director Gilbert N. Belcher, who was also a sitting Jefferson County Commissioner. Lake made his
confession in full ceremony before the bar association, and the Governor agreed not to file charges.

Carlos Lake,
mastermind of the
kidnapping of Judge
Stone to prevent the
repossession of the
Colorado Central
Railroad on August
15, 1876
Golden History Museums,
City of Golden Collection
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Uncovering secrets about Staunton State Park
with Judge Gaspar Perricone
										

J

udge Gaspar Perricone, born in 1928 in
Pueblo, CO, was raised in Denver. After
graduating from South High School in
1946, he attended Northwestern University
where he was a star linebacker and fullback.
At the 1949 Rose Bowl, Perricone helped lead
Northwestern to victory. Graduating in 1950
with a degree in Geology, he married Carol
Coombes, served in the U.S. Army, then returned to Denver and obtained his law degree
from the University of Denver in 1956.

Official portrait
of Judge Gaspar
Perricone, 1st
Judicial District
Judge (1979-1997).
Chief Judge 19871993
1st Judicial District

Perricone had been practicing law for about two years
when Judge Ellett N. Shepherd introduced him to
Miss Frances Staunton. (See
companion article.) Shepherd was an associate of Perricone’s father, who was also
an attorney. Dr. Archibald
Staunton, father of Frances,
had recently died, and Frances was the sole heir. Perricone was asked to handle
the doctor’s estate, because
Shepherd, as a judge and close family friend,
could not serve in that capacity.
Miss Staunton inherited her parents’ large home
in the Capitol Hill neighborhood, their 1,720acre ranch in Pine, and some family investments
from West Virginia. Staunton was in her late 50s
at that time. She had never married and there
were no heirs. Perricone proceeded to settle Dr.
Archibald Staunton’s estate and to create a will
for Frances.
Frances Staunton’s Last Will and Testament,
signed on May 15, 1961, named three co-executors, including Shepherd and Perricone. Frances was very explicit in the writing of her will.
Regarding her personal possessions, she carefully
specified intended recipients. She directed that
none of her family’s antiques should end up in
used furniture or antique stores. She also pro-
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by Bonnie E. Scudder

vided a trust at Fairmount Cemetery which
would provide for flowers to be placed by her
family’s columbarium niche, specifying the color
and type of flowers and the frequency of their
distribution.
Perricone found Frances to be “unusual, eccentric, and delightful.” She was a large woman,
possibly over six feet tall. She often wore a dark
red wig, dressed in “heavy” clothes, and spoke
proudly of her Charleston, WV, roots. She had
sung leading mezzo-soprano roles for the Denver Grand Opera Company at the Denver Auditorium Theater (now the Ellie Caulkins Opera House.) She had also studied at the Julliard
School in New York City on full scholarship in
the mid-1920s.
Over the next 20 years, Perricone served as Frances’ attorney and confidant. Frances Staunton,
according to Perricone, fiercely guarded her inheritance. Through her lawyer’s gentle guidance,
Frances decided that her family’s large ranch in
Pine should not be allowed to be subdivided into
a housing development, but rather it should be
“preserved in perpetuity” as a state park, wildlife
or bird sanctuary, or for other public use. All of
the Staunton Ranch property had at one time
been homesteaded; the Staunton doctors had actually homesteaded 680 acres of their ranch, so
this land had come from the government. It was
decided that this land should be returned to the
people of Colorado for all to enjoy.
“Frances didn’t want anyone to know what she
owned,” Perricone stated. He recalled handling
her taxes each year, charging Frances only $35,
while he hired an accountant to do the work for
$300. The Perricones visited the Staunton Ranch
(also known as the Lazy V Ranch) periodically
for weekends when their children were young.
Gaspar and Carol Perricone recalled staying in
an old, rustic cabin known as the Blaine cabin,
which had been purchased from John and Bessie
Blaine in 1918.

Perricone becomes a Judge…
Perricone was appointed to the Bench of the 1st
Judicial District in 1979 by Governor Richard
D. Lamm. He served in that capacity for 18
years, retiring in 1997. He also served as Chief
Judge from 1987 - 1993. As a sitting judge,
Perricone was no longer able to serve as Miss
Staunton’s attorney. Frances was very disturbed
when she learned of his appointment to the 1st
Judicial District. She was no longer able to drive
her green Hudson and had to rely on public
transportation. Perricone recalled that Staunton
would take the “street car” (as she called it) out
to the Jefferson County Courthouse to meet
with him. He would counsel or advise her as
permitted by his position as a judge. They would
often go for coffee. Their friendship continued
until her death in 1989.
Attorney Marjorie McLean assumed responsibility for representing Frances Staunton’s legal interests. It was decided that the ranch property
would be donated prior to Frances’ death, and
several agencies considered the gift. However,
the ranch buildings needed a great deal of repair and restoration, and the will was extremely
specific. Eventually, the Colorado State Parks
system, through Perricone’s encouragement, decided to honor Frances’ original request.
Perricone was known as a “fair but tough judge
with a demanding work ethic.” He was highly
respected, yet he remains quite humble to this
day. While on the Bench, Perricone was intimately involved in the design of the current
courthouse, which is protected by three security systems, a tunnel to the county jail, monitors in courtrooms and other security measures.
Perricone had visited courthouses in other cit-

ies and worked closely with the architects and
the sheriff. He listened to all concerns and was
instrumental in developing a “non-traditional”
courthouse that has proven to be one of the best
in the country, according to Judge Christopher
Munch.

Staunton
Homestead Cabin,
Staunton State Park
Dick Scudder

Uncovering some secrets…
Perricone recalled that Frances told him that the
shower house on the Staunton Ranch was built
to serve patients who suffered from tuberculosis. He guesses that the Staunton doctors ran a
mountain sanitarium “in a clandestine manner”
because tuberculosis was considered as a disease
that should be hidden. Many sanitariums were
in operation along the Front Range at that time.
It is possible that some were not registered and
thus not official. So, this revelation supports stories told by many local residents that tuberculosis, indeed, was treated in the Elk Creek Valley
around a century ago by the Staunton doctors.
“Skeletons in the attic” was a phrase
Perricone recalled Frances mentioning in reference to the family’s home
on Downing Street in Denver. Frances may have been referring to actual skeletons which her parents had
used when teaching at Gross Medical College in Denver, or perhaps to
secrets kept hidden by the family.
Both Gaspar and Carol Perricone
recalled seeing a photograph in

Metal sign denoting
Staunton Ranch
Dick Scudder
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friends. The photo has appeared on several local mountain websites. Staunton State Park’s Elk
Falls Trail was officially dedicated and opened in
2016, allowing many more visitors access to this
most-special attraction!

Article from The
Denver Post,
December 9, 1984
Staunton State Park

Shower House on
Staunton Ranch,
now in park
Dick Scudder

the 1970s at the Staunton cabin – a picture of
Elk Creek Falls with two women wearing long
dresses standing at the base. (This photograph is
featured in the article about Shepherd.) The Perricones believed that Ellett Shepherd may have
taken this photograph, as “he was a great photographer.” Our discussion led to the conclusion that indeed, the ladies in it are the Staunton
women. Shepherd died in 1965. A collection
of his photographs was discovered by Camille
Roth in 2008 at an estate sale. This photo was
not included in the collection. If Shepherd
were the photographer, he must have taken this
photograph as a special favor for close family

It was not until 2013 that Staunton State Park
opened to the public as the 42nd State Park in
Colorado. Judge Gaspar Perricone was among
those present for the dedication of the Park on
May 17, 2013. The acreage had grown from
1,720 to over 3,700 at that time, with the acquisition of around 1,100 acres of Elk Falls Ranch
(including Elk Falls and Lion’s Head), nearly
900 acres of the Davis Ranch, and 80 acres with
two houses belonging to the family of Pulitzer
Prize winner and playwright, Mary Coyle Chase.
As of 2017, the size of the park was over 3,800
acres. The Perricones have visited Staunton State
Park several times, and they are quite pleased
with what they have seen.
Perricone regards getting to know and work
with Frances Staunton, combined with facilitating the transfer of the Staunton Ranch to the
Colorado Division of Parks and Recreation, now
Colorado Parks and Wildlife, one of the highpoints in his legal career. While he very much
enjoyed his years serving as a judge, he believes
that “when you’re involved in public service, you
seldom have the opportunity to really make a
difference in people’s lives.”
The Perricones are proud of the role they have
played in providing this beautiful park for all of
the people of Colorado to enjoy, and they are quite
impressed with the role park staff and volunteers
have played in its development and maintenance.
Today, Staunton State Park is a very popular park
which is enjoyed by all who visit. Frances and her
parents would be so proud!
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Historic 1862 map feature on Judges’ Wall
A reproduction of an historic map drawn
in 1862 has been donated to the Jefferson
County Historical Commission and the 1st
Judicial District for the Judges’ Wall display.
Known as the 1862 Ebert/Gilpin/Monk map,
it was the first to show the newly organized
Colorado Territory with its original 17
counties. Frederick J. Ebert drew the map
under the direction of Gov. William Gilpin. It
was published by Jacob Monk of Philadelphia,
PA, and copyrighted Jan. 12, 1863. The
donated map is a scanned copy of one of four
known to exist today. An original is owned
by Denver map expert, Wesley Brown. He
took his map to the Denver Public Library’s
Western History and Genealogy Department
where it was scanned and printed.

The map, which shows Jefferson County
as one of the original counties, has been
framed and displayed in the Colorado
Territorial Era of the Judges Wall display.
In 1862, there was also a large section of
land which was an Indian Reserve. This
section became Greenwood County in
1870 which was abolished in 1874 when it
was split into Bent and Elbert counties.
Names of several cities or towns in
Jefferson County are shown, including
Golden City, Bradford, Arapahoe, Golden
Gate and Mount Vernon. Only Golden
remains; the other four disappeared many
decades ago. Also shown in Jefferson
County are Ralston Creek, Bear Creek,
Vasquez Creek and the North Fork of the

by Bonnie E. Scudder
South Platte River. Vasquez Creek, also
called Vasquez Fork, was named after Pierre
Luis Vasquez, 1798-1868, a fur trapper
and trader. He established one of the first
trading posts in 1835 at what is now the
mouth of Clear Creek. It was renamed Clear
Creek in 1860, although this is not reflected
on this map. Mountains, valleys and plains
are also featured as are numerous wagon
roads then in existence.
Works cited:
“Colorado Place Names,” William Bright. Big Earth
Publications, 2004
Wikipedia: Louis Vasquez
“Legends of America: Explorers, Trappers, Traders &
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Rick Gardner, Ronda Frazier
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Ellett Shepherd: Judge, photographer
by Bonnie E. Scudder with Camille Roth

E

Judge Ellett
Shepherd, circa 1930
Camille Roth Collection

Judge Ellett
Shepherd in the
Courtroom, circa
1958 or earlier
Camille Roth Collection

llett Northcutt “Shep” Shepherd, born
in 1901 in Charleston, Kanawha County, WV, was the son of Adam Robert
and Elizabeth Ellett Shepherd. He grew up in
Charleston; but attended the University of Colorado, obtaining his A.B. in 1926 and his law
degree in 1928.

Shepherd was also a passionate and skilled photographer. He enjoyed taking pictures of a wide
variety of subjects, including farmlands, scenic
valleys, people and historic places in both Colorado and New Mexico. Some of these photographs were of Jefferson County landscapes, including an interesting photograph of Red Rocks.

After receiving his law degree, Shepherd set up a law practice in Denver. Carl Perricone was his associate.
Shepherd served as Denver Deputy
District Attorney and then was
elected a Denver Criminal Court
Judge.

He had his own basement darkroom. Shepherd
also took pictures of friends. The Perricones recall that one year Shepherd photographed their
young children for the family Christmas card.
Undoubtedly, Shepherd also photographed the
Staunton family on occasion, although Frances
preferred not to be photographed.

Doctors Archibald and Rachael
Staunton and their daughter, Frances, were close family friends with
Shepherd. When Archibald Staunton
died in 1958 at age 90, Frances was
the sole heir. The estate included the family home
in Denver and a large ranch in the Elk Creek Valley in western Jefferson County and Park County. Shepherd, a judge at that time asked Gaspar
Perricone, son of his colleague, to handle the estate. Gaspar Perricone, a practicing attorney, had
obtained his law degree two years earlier from the
University of Denver. For the next 20 years, Perricone handled the Staunton Estate and served as
legal counsel to Frances. He was instrumental in
her gifting the 1,720 acre Staunton Ranch, most
of which is in Jefferson County, to the State of
Colorado. This ranch is central to Staunton State
Park, which opened in 2013.

Shepherd pursued his love of photography, seriously collaborating with other prominent
members of the photo community in Denver at
the time. He was for many years a member of
the Denver Lensmans’ Camera Club and likely
participated in “Salons,” or gatherings of photographers to share and show their work. He
submitted photographs to competitions across
the country including the 1939 World’s Fair
in New York where he won an Award of Merit.
That photo of the local Fisher & Fisher building was exhibited at the Kodak building in New
York City. Shepherd carefully tracked his craft,
recording camera type, exposure, film and paper.
The collection of his work is beautiful and preserved well, indicating Shepherd intended it to
last.
Gaspar and Carol Perricone remember seeing a
framed photograph of two ladies in long dresses holding hands at Elk Falls. This photo was
prominently displayed in the Staunton cabin in
Pine. Frances invited the Perricone family to the
Staunton Ranch periodically. The same photo
has found its way to the Denver Public Library
and several local websites. An iconic picture, this
photograph has also been published in two recent local history books; but the photographer
has not been identified.
A case can be made for Shepherd being that photographer. He certainly spent time with his close
family friends at their special mountain retreat.
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Of course, he visited the beautiful Elk Falls on
some of these occasions. A photographer would
likely have brought a camera. It is the belief by
Perricone, Roth and Staunton State Park volunteer historians that Shepherd most likely took this
photo of Dr. Rachael and Frances Staunton as a
special favor to the Staunton family, likely in the
1920s.
Shepherd died in 1965 and was buried at Fairmont Cemetery, Denver. His close friend, Wayne
F. Winslow, was also a photographer. He retained
a collection of more than 50 large prints of Shepherd’s photographs for approximately 40 years. In
2008, Winslow’s children held an estate sale.
Camille Roth, a Denver native with a degree in
photography, attended this sale and discovered a
pile of photographs on the floor. She was drawn to
images of Denver landmarks, views of mountains
and valleys and many other interesting features.
All images were printed on archival paper and had
been very carefully processed. These photographs
were taken in the 1930s and 1940s and “looked
like they had been printed yesterday,” stated Roth.
She knew that she had discovered something very
special that needed to be preserved.
Roth purchased about 50 photographs from the
estate. She then started researching Shepherd’s life
and created a blog, camilledenver.blogspot.com,
posting the images and a brief biography of Shepherd. The Denver Post published a story on the
discovery of the photographs in the “Denver and
the West” section on Oct. 19, 2008. Roth also arranged with History Colorado to hold an exhibition of Shepherd’s photographs at the Byers-Evans
House Gallery in 2012.

Works cited:
Jefferson County Historical Commission meeting May 1, 2017,
presentation by Camille Roth
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Two Girls Dancing at
Elk Falls circa 1920s
Denver Public Library,
Western History
Collection Z-7770

Judge Gaspar Perricone interview, June 2016, Dick and Bonnie
Scudder
“The Secrets of Elk Creek: Shaffers Crossing, Staunton State Park,
and Beyond,” by Bonnie E. Scudder. Elk Creek Publishing, 2013.
www.ancestry.com

Volunteer historians at Staunton State Park have
been aware of Shepherd’s close ties to the Staunton
family. Upon hearing that Shepherd was a photographer, one volunteer historian contacted Roth
to learn more.
Roth enjoys meeting with groups who are interested in Shepherd’s work. She presented the Shepherd Collection at the May 1, 2017, meeting of the
Jefferson County Historical Commission and will
display part of the collection at upcoming events.

Camille Roth,
presenting photos
by Judge and
Photographer Ellett
Shepherd’ at JCHC
meeting 5/1/2017
Bonnie Scudder
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Once upon a Midsummer’s Eve: Boettcher Mansion turns 100

O

by Cynthia Shaw

n July 27, 2017, Charles Boettcher’s beloved “Lorraine Lodge” officially observed its 100th birthday
in the company of many special guests, including
fourth and fifth generation descendants and some of their
longtime friends.
The festivities began with a German-themed luncheon for
our Jefferson County Commissioners and other notables
in the Fireside Room. Then, local residents and other community members were treated to hours of fun and frolic
within the Lookout Mountain Nature Preserve. Featuring the popular band Renewed, trendy food and beverage
trucks, family-friendly games and illuminating tours of the
venue and Nature Center, this gala was quite literally the
party of the century!
With this much-anticipated milestone behind us, it’s hard
not to feel nostalgic. But being stalwart stewards, Boettcher’s staff takes cheer in knowing the essence and experience
of the celebration has been preserved for posterity on paper by our favorite local artists. Nathan Cook, Julie Leidel
and Leon Loughridge have each designed posters for this
commemorative event. Capturing different perspectives of
the property, all three prints are for sale in the Mansion’s
gift shop…just in time for the holidays! The proceeds help
sustain ongoing preservation and maintenance of Jeffco’s
quintessential landmark.
Help Celebrate the
100th birthday of
Lorraine Lodge at
Boettcher Mansion
with these specially
designed posters by
local artists, Leon
Loughridge, Nathan
Cook and Julie
Leidel.
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Sticks and stones: Arts & Crafts along the Lariat Loop

T

he Arts & Crafts Movement first began
in England in the mid-1800s as a reaction to the downside of the Industrial
Revolution, specifically mass production, low
quality of design and shoddy work conditions.
Over time, as more and more manual laborers
lost their jobs as apprentices to master artisans
and machines replaced people as fabricators, a
“Renaissance Man” named William Morris led a
groundswell effort to preserve the age-old art of
individual craftsmanship.
In the field of architecture and decorative arts,
this led to the end of the Victorian era by the
turn of the century. As Morris and other British designers redefined the idea of domesticity, stating that one’s house should not only be
functional but beautiful as well, dwellings like
Morris’s own Red House began cropping up in
England, Wales and Scotland. By using local
building materials, the architects were not just
being practical. They were seeking to harmonize
with the natural surroundings.

by Cynthia Shaw

By 1901, after American Arts &
Crafts proponent Gustav Stickley began publishing housing
plans in his magazine, The Craftsman, bungalows suddenly were
all the rage. With its sheltering
eaves, welcoming front porch,
cozy hearth, built-in furniture
and concern for better sanitation
and ventilation, this new look
had mass appeal to homemakers.
Stickley’s own Craftsman Farms,
built of native chestnut logs and
stone found on the property and originally intended as place to teach boys agrarian skills, remains an iconic example of the style.
By 1908, “bungalow fever” was so strong that
Sears, Roebuck and Co. began selling catalog
houses, with the whole kit and caboodle shipped
from Chicago to any town served by the railroad. Each region of the country had its own adaptation of the style, designed to blend in with
the local landscape. As the trend took hold, even
wealthy patrons began commissioning architects like the Greene brothers to build expansive
Craftsman homes in and around California. In
these cases, the interiors were often treated as
works of art themselves.

Portrait of William
Morris, aged 53.
First published 1899
Wikimedia Commons

Left: Craftsman
Farms print by
Yoshiko Yamamoto
Below: The Red
House in Upton,
Bexleyheath, Greater
London
Wikimedia Commons
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Rocky Mountain Rustic and the Arts &
Crafts style
By the time Colorado became a state in 1876,
the seeds for a local version of the Arts & Crafts
style had already been sown. Whether searching
for precious metals, staking out a homestead or
establishing a settlement, the pioneers all needed
shelter – fast. With familiar architecture, such
as New England’s iconic saltbox only a distant
memory, they gathered what wood, stone and
other indigenous material they could find to
put up rough and ready dwellings. Over time,
a regional variation of the Craftsman style – the
Rocky Mountain Rustic style – cropped up on
the Western Frontier.

Hiwan Museum,
circa 1920
Jefferson County
Historical Society

Front elevation of
Lorraine Lodge circa
1920
Colorado Historical
Society
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Hiwan Heritage
Museum and
Park
One impressive
example of Rocky
Mountain Rustic can be found
in Evergreen. In
1914,
wealthy
Civil War widow
Mary
Neosha
Williams
hired
Scottish
craftsman Jock Spence to enlarge an existing cabin
on the land her family had owned since 1893.
Nicknamed Camp Neosha, the summer home
soon grew to 18 rooms and other outbuildings.
Her daughter, Josepha – one of Colorado’s first
woman physicians and ardent conservationist –
decreed that no tree could be cut down during
the project. This is why, to this day, one continues to grow right up through the roof!
Using local pine, fir and
hickory, Spence designed
a rambling yet sturdy log
compound that included
an octagonal chapel and
study for Josepha’s husband Charles, an Episcopalian clergyman who later
became the Canon of St.
John’s Cathedral, Denver.
Charles passed his fond-
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ness for the local Native American tribes onto
their son, Frederick, who became the first curator of Native Arts at the Denver Art Museum. To
this day, the former home contains an impressive
collection of indigenous art and original furnishings throughout its interior, including Spence’s
“stairstep” trademark, a traditional American Indian motif symbolizing mountains.
After Josepha’s death in 1938, the property was
sold to Tulsa oilman Darst Buchanan, whose
wife renamed it “Hiwan Ranch” for the awardwinning Hereford cattle they raised. Six generations of families enjoyed what morphed over
time into a 25-room lodge until Jefferson County Parks/Open Space purchased the landmark,
listed it on the National Register of Historic
Places and opened it as a museum in 1974. The
facility continues to be managed by Open Space
with assistance from volunteer members of the
Jefferson County Historical Society.

Lorraine Lodge
By 1884, having amassed a fortune selling hardware to miners during the silver boom in Leadville, Charles Boettcher had purchased a wholesale business in downtown Denver, expanding
his inventory to include agricultural, building
and railroad supplies in addition to home furnishings. In 1888, Charles and his wife Fannie
hired British-born architect John Huddart to
design an Edwardian-style residence on Capitol
Hill’s “Millionaire’s Row.” The house was completed just in time for the arrival of daughter
Ruth, born 15 years after their son Claude.
The next 30 years were incredibly productive for
Charles. In 1900, approaching age 50 and contemplating retirement, he took his family back
to his birthplace, Kolleda, in the Thuringian
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Valley of Germany. After realizing the
West could benefit from both a sugar
beet processing plant and a better road
system like he witnessed in Germany, he
returned to Colorado to start both the
Ideal Cement and Great Western Sugar
companies. He continued to work for
another 46 years.
In 1915, after donating enough concrete
for “Cement” Bill Williams to pave the
Lariat Trail from Golden to the top of
Lookout Mountain, Boettcher jumped at
the chance to purchase 62 acres of land
for sale on the summit. Originally planned for a resort, this prime piece of
property – overlooking Denver and the eastern plains – offered the perfect
respite for a summer home and hunting lodge he enjoyed for the rest of his
life.
Boettcher commissioned Denver architects Fisher & Fisher to design the
secluded lair he nicknamed “Lorraine Lodge.” Primarily known for its municipal works, the firm welcomed the opportunity to design something
more residential. After a survey revealed the abundance of native rocks and
timber available onsite, with unlimited access to cement, the architects
seized the opportunity to build “in the vernacular.” As an architectural review from the period stated:
“The one important house that seems most perfectly to harmonize with
the Colorado Mountains is the residence of Charles Boettcher on Lookout
Mountain, designed by Fisher and Fisher. In the Arts & Crafts style, it surmounts the hill of which it seems a crowning member. In fact, it is next to
impossible to ascertain at certain points of the structure, where the natural
formation ends and the architecture begins. The Mansion is almost a part
of the earth and rock.”

Lookout Mountain
By the 1920s, Lookout Mountain was a popular destination for tourists
driving their cars up and down the Lariat Trail to picnic amongst the ponderosa pines and to enjoy the scenery between the Continental Divide and
Denver down on the plains below. After the famous scout, showman and
visionary William F. Cody was buried on the mountain in 1917, the City
and County of Denver opened in 1921 Buffalo Bill’s Museum and the Pahaska Teepee restaurant and gift shop.
Today, as Boettcher Mansion and Buffalo Bill Museum and Grave mark
their respective centennials, it’s gratifying to know that even though Lookout Mountain has become a densely populated residential community, the
Lariat Trail still offers commanding views of the peaks and the plains, as
preserved in this colorful collection of vintage postcards.

Above: Lookout Mountain is still a popular
destination for drivers, bikers, hikers and tourists.
Author’s private vintage postcard collection, circa 1920

Note:
For information on the Lariat Loop National Scenic Byway (retracing early automobile access provided
by the Denver Mountain Parks system along a 40-mile winding stretch through the foothills between
Golden, Morrison and Evergreen), visit www.lariatloop.org.
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“Sheltered” life leads career to Jeffco’s Arts & Crafts jewel

G

Print by Laura Wilder
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by Cynthia Shaw

rowing up in and around Morristown,
NJ, about an hour west of Manhattan, my architectural references were
pretty much limited to “country manors,” baronial residences typically executed in the Tudor,
Colonial Revival or Shingle styles. Even the
schools I attended for the first 12 years of my
formal education were within stone mansions
or former estates with rolling hills and expansive vistas. While I wasn’t yet aware that these
kinds of surroundings were hardly the “norm,”
I never stopped appreciating the beautiful old
homesteads set on manicured lawns shaded by
century-old trees.

My siblings and I were each allowed to invite a
favorite friend to come stay with us for part of
the summer. There was a bunkhouse out back
to accommodate extra guests. Even though most
of the activity centered on swimming, boating
and waterskiing, the lake, with its smooth and
slippery stones – great for rock skipping – was
always a bit intimidating because local legend
was that a giant monster had rolled down the
hillside and was still lurking in the dark waters.
On rainy days, after completing our required
summer reading, we played cards or board games
and waited around for the local truck to deliver
fresh milk, eggs, bread and pies.

My stylistic preferences
began
to surface during the summer
my grandparents
began renting a
place on a Lake
Canandaigua,
one of the Finger
Lakes in upper
New York. Simply called a “lake
house,” it was
long, low and
L-shaped, with a
rough-stuccoed
and
half-timbered exterior
and a woodenshingled
roof.
Little thought
had been given to the floor plan, which had the
kitchen and dining room on one end and the
“great room” with its massive stone fireplace on
the other. In between were the bedrooms, lined
up in a single row, their closets serving as “halls”
one passed through to traverse the length of the
interior. Every room opened to the porch which,
with its view of the lake, was the focal point of
the home. Our neighbors next door lived in a
converted boathouse.

Back then, although I was already latching on to
what would become a life-long love affair, I really
couldn’t articulate my feelings as I was only 12.
My favorite spot was the dining room, the scene
of many a family gathering, with its Carl Larsson-style, hand-carved trestle table and chairs. I
still have a Polaroid snapshot of it somewhere.
Beyond that, while sitting in a wicker rocker under the porch eaves – or writing letters on the
built-in living room window seat – or walking
by the chenille-covered beds and hooked rugs in
the guestrooms – or singing “We’ll Build a Bungalow” around the campfire – I had a pervasive
feeling of peace and sense of place.
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Much later, after studying journalism in the
Southwest, where I lived in a series of adobe
abodes, I landed two successively good jobs, one
at a newspaper in Florida and the other with
the publishers of Yankee Magazine and The Old
Farmer’s Almanac in New England. Realizing
that my favorite topic was architecture, I eventually left to study historic preservation at Columbia University before heading down to the University of Virginia (UVA) to obtain a master’s in
architectural history.
Lucky for me, the department chair was none
other than Richard Guy Wilson, just back from
England to teach two new classes on the Arts &
Crafts movement in Great Britain and America.
After reading works by Pugin and Ruskin, we
learned about the philosophy and designs of
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William Morris and studied houses
by Shaw, Scott, Voysey and Lutyens
(with gardens by Jekyll). By the end
of the first class, I was totally smitten
and recall practically trampling my
classmates to get the assignment to
write on Morris.
In the mid-‘80s, after I had finished
at UVA and returned to New Jersey,
Professor Wilson led a tour at Craftsman Farms, Parsippany, NJ. The
Farms were built by Gustav Stickley,
who envisioned it as a utopian farm
school for boys. Located just a stone’s
throw from my family home and
virtually unknown at the time, the
property was then transitioning from
a private residence into the successful non-profit foundation and museum it is today. The caretaker, an old
man rocking contentedly in front of
the fireplace, turned out to be Harry
Dubois, someone my grandfather
had known in the business world way
back when.
While visiting Colorado in 1985, prior to moving to Boulder, I attended a
dinner party at Sam’s, a rustic steakhouse on top of Lookout Mountain.
If anyone had told me then that within a decade, I would be working at an
Arts & Crafts-style estate just up the
road and actually using my degree, I
would not have believed it. But now
that I am old enough to be classified
as an antique myself, I can see that
some things are just meant to be.
This must be the reason my mother
decided that I should have the gorgeous cherry highboy that once dominated my grandparents’ living room
back in Rochester, NY. I love it now
for different reasons than when I was
crawling around and teething on its
gracefully turned legs. Turns out it is
a Stickley!

Big move of Heritage
Square Wedding Chapel
by Richard Gardner

In 2016, the historic Magic Mountain Magnetic
House, long known as the Heritage Square Wedding Chapel, made the longest known move of a
building in Jefferson County history – from
Golden to Granby in Eagle County.
There it is to become the gift
shop of the new Moffat
Road Railroad Museum
in the process of being
built. The museum is to
include other important
pieces of history including the historic Great
Western Depot from
Loveland. The length
of the journey eclipsed
that of the chapel of Camp Hale, from nearby Grand
County, to Golden to be reassembled and faced
with brick to create the St. James Lutheran Church
chapel which still stands today at 1950 Ford St.
The Magic Mountain Magnetic House originally
stood next to Block D – the future Heritage Square
Music Hall. The house was commonly known as a tilt
house or fun house. It included many trick perspectives and visual distortions to give visitors the impression of gravity defying reality. Examples include
water or pool balls that seemed to go uphill. Counterpart tilt houses were built at Magic Mountain’s
sister theme parks: Freedomland USA being called
the Casa Loca and Pleasure Island’s Strange Shanty. Both its counterparts are now destroyed.
The Magnetic House however found a second life in
1971 when it was moved to the head of the main
street, given a front addition and steeple and renewed as the Heritage Square Wedding Chapel. It
served this use for many years and now embarks on
its third life in its uniquely colorful history!

Original artistic
rendition of the
Magic Mountain
Magnetic House by
art directors Wade
B. Rubottom and
Dick Kelsey in 1958.
Its dimensions,
door and window
openings closely
correspond to the
original front of
the building that
later became the
Heritage Square
Wedding Chapel.
Robert McLaughlin,
historian of sister theme
park Pleasure Island,
Wakefield, MA

Works cited:
Cobb Family Collection, Magic Mountain documents.
Historical files of Richard Gardner.
Magic Mountain by Robert McLaughlin, Arcadia Publishing, 2016, p. 24.
Magic Mountain architectural drawings by Wade B. Rubottom and Dick
Kelsey, 1958.
Mountain Magnetic House
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Genealogist’s perspective on the Judges’ Wall
			

Tombstone of
Judge Jonas Morris
Johnson, aka J.M.,
located at the
Golden Cemetery.
Judge Johnson died
in 1888.
Bonnie Scudder

by Deborah Darnell

A

s a genealogist, one becomes familiar
with many online research sources. I
have had good luck using these same
sources when researching historical figures for
several Jefferson County organizations where I
volunteer, including Hiwan Heritage Park and
Staunton State Park. My most recent foray into
researching historical figures has been with the
Jefferson County Historical Commission’s Judges’ Wall Project. I offered my services to commission member Bonnie Scudder when she agreed
to chair this project early in 2016.
This research has proven challenging, as well as rewarding. My main involvement
with this project began in
November 2016. Our task as
researchers was to gather information for more than 100
district and county judges who
served on the Bench in the 1st
Judicial District between 1858
and 1969. In many cases, the
only information available to
the team of researchers was
the judge’s name, the dates of
service and the county where
he served. There were no female judges during this time.
To add to the difficulty, many
of the judges’ names included
only a first initial or possibly
two initials along with the
last name. An example of this
is Judge J. M. Johnson, who
served from 1864 to 1868. He
was found to be Jonas Morris
Johnson, aka James.
I began by using two online
research sources, www.familysearch.org and www.findagrave.com, both which are
available at no charge. Later,
I switched to building trees
for the individuals on www.
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ancestry.com, which charges for most research
activities. I first entered the judge’s name or initials and last name into the search box in www.
familysearch.org. Family Search is owned and
operated by the Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints, Salt Lake City, UT. Family trees can
also be constructed on this user-friendly site. I
added the years that this person was a judge into
the “residence” box because I knew that he had
resided in Colorado at that time.
With just these two pieces of information, I was
usually able to find several sources for further information on a person with this name. For one
judge, the first piece of information was from
the U.S. Social Security Death Index which gave
a birth date, a death date and locations for both.
The second bit of information was from www.
findagrave.com showing where this person was
buried. The memorial page linked to a spouse
and parents. A third piece was from the U.S.
Genealogy Bank Obituaries and showed that his
obituary had appeared in the Rocky Mountain
News. Although the obituary itself was not available, an index of associated names appeared listing children and siblings. The fourth reference
was to a Colorado marriage for him.
At this point, I had no proof that any of this
information was for our Judge or instead was for
another man with the same name. I needed to
dig further. Then I went back to enter a birth
place and year, plus a death place and year. I
also added his spouse with parents. I chose to
enter first names only. Hopefully, by checking
this information, I would be able to prove or
disprove that I had found records for our Judge.
With these additions, a new record came up for a
death record for a possible son. Since this record
wasn’t directly useful at the time, I put it aside to
check later.
I wanted to be able to locate census records for
our Judge. I decided to begin a new search using only his name, along with his residence years
(in this case 1899 through 1992, in Colorado).
Using this approach, I was able to find census
reports for 1910, 1920 and 1930. The earliest
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census was from a city in Colorado; our Judge
was 10 years old and living with his parents and
siblings on a farm. In 1920, he was 20 years old,
single and living on a farm in Lakewood, CO,
along with a hired hand. Finally, the 1930 census
showed him married with two sons; and, most
importantly, his profession was listed as a lawyer.
Having him employed in the law profession did
not guarantee that he was our Judge, but it was
a very good indication that my research so far
may be for the correct man. As it turned out,
I was unable to find any records actually stating that he was a judge. For other names that
I researched, I unable to find the confirmation
on census reports, WWI or WWII draft registrations, city directories, copies of obituaries
or biographies which were posted by relatives
on www.ancestry.com or www.findagrave.com.
Sometimes this information was carved on a
gravestone or included as information with a
photograph of the person.

At this point, I was
ready to turn over
my findings for this
person to Scudder
so that she could
draft a biographic
profile to share with
other researchers
who have access to
books, newspapers
and other sources
at the Colorado
Supreme Court Library. My online
search was completed until I might
receive further clues for this person. I was confident that I had gathered information about the
correct man. As it turned out, this person was a
District Judge, who happened to be related to a
family that has close ties to Staunton State Park.

Tombstone of Judge
Ensign Bryant Smith
and his wife Juanita,
located at the Golden
Cemetery. Judge
Smith died in 1895.
Bonnie Scudder

Norm and Ethel Meyer Award for
Historic Preservation in Jefferson County
Initiated in 2010, the Norm and Ethel Meyer Award for Historic Preservation recognizes
special contributions made to preserve Jefferson County’s valuable historic resources.
This award is named in honor of the Norman and Ethel Meyer Family, who were honored as the
first recipients, in recognition of their long-standing efforts to preserve evidence and structures
from Jefferson County’s ranching history. Their dedication is evident in Meyer Ranch, much
of which is now protected as Open Space; their preservation of the Midway House, their
home since 1950; Norm’s long service to the Jefferson County Historical Commission; his preservation work on historic toll roads in the Conifer area; and
designation of the Lubin-Blakeslee House and Meyer Ranch large barn
as county landmarks.
Previous recipients include:
2011Golden Landmarks Association
2012Pine-Elk Creek Improvement Association
		 Friends of the North Fork Historic District
2013Jefferson County Open Space
2014Friends of Dinosaur Ridge
2015Lariat Loop Heritage Alliance
2016		 Colorado Railroad Museum
Historically Jeffco 2017
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Jefferson County Hall of Fame
Robert Alvin “Bob” Briggs
Tireless public servant

F

rom elected official to active
participation in countless civic
organizations, “Bob” has left his imprint on Jefferson County.
A third-generation Coloradan, Robert Alvin Briggs, Jr., was born Dec.
24, 1936, in Greeley, CO. Starting
in 1943, he attended Westminster
Schools, graduating in 1955 from
Westminster High School. He studied horticulture at Colorado A&M,
now Colorado State University
“CSU”, receiving his B.S. in 1959
and his M.S. in 1962.
His greenhouse industry career spans
decades, and he often speaks about horticultural history
in Jeffco and Colorado. Horticultural groups from local
to national have benefitted from his expertise. His service ranged from the Westminster High School Greenhouse Advisory Committee; the CSU Extension Advisory
Board; the Colorado Flower Growers Association; to the
Society of American Florists.

As a member of Jefferson County
Historical Commission during Jeffco’s Sesquicentennial, he was a
member of the 150th Anniversary
Committee and chaired the Gala – a
party for 500 people at the Jefferson
County Fairgrounds – that was one
of the highlights of the three-year celebration. Bob threw his considerable
talents of event planning and marketing into Sesquicentennial events,
showing up at anniversary events in
his frock coat and top hat.
He is active in the Presbyterian church
including churches in Fort Collins
and Westminster; the Mariners in Boulder, Denver, the Colorado Synod and the national group; and the Mountain Center and Highlands church camps. He married his high school
sweetheart Shirley Abbott in 1957. They operate the family
businesses, Briggs Carnation Farm, SB, Inc., and Briggs Real
Estate School. They have a son, Chip; a daughter, Christy; a
grandson, Kameron; and a granddaughter, Kaitlyn.

He has also served on government boards, including:
Colorado Air Quality Board, Metropolitan Water Board,
Denver Regional Council of Governments, Adams County Economic Development Board, Rocky Flats Stewardship Council, Westminster Open Space Board, Colorado
Agriculture Commission, Jefferson County Economic
Development Corporation and the Urban Drainage
Board.

His wide-ranging service is best shown by the recognition he
has received: Westminster Jaycees DSA; Outstanding State
Chaplain U.S. Jaycees; Bob Cannon Award from ALCC;
CFG DA; DRCOG DSA and Regional Leadership Award;
Gamma Sigma Delta DSA; Friend of the River Award; Person of the Year by GreenCO; John Walker Award from SAF;
Colorado Floriculture Hall of Fame; CSU Ag College Hone
Alumni; CSU Alumni 50-Year Award for Community Service; CSU Extension Honorary Extension Agent; BSA Silver
Beaver; Friend of Extension Award; Legislator of the Year
Award; Colorado Restaurant Association Iron Skillet Award;
Pi Alpha Xi National Horticulture Honor Society; Rotarian
of the Year; Westminster Historymaker; Senior Active District Award; and Paul Harris Fellow.

His civic involvement covers the gamut of organizations in
the United States, Colorado, Jefferson County and Westminster, such as Colorado Jaycees, Westminster Masonic
Lodge, a founder of the Westminster Chamber of Commerce, Arvada Sunrise Rotary and National BSA Jamboree.

Robert Alvin “Bob” Briggs truly exemplifies this quote from
Winston Churchill: “We make a living by what we get, but
we make a life by what we give.” He was elected to the Jefferson County Historical Commission Hall of Fame in October 2017.

Just his elected official services total nearly two decades:
Colorado State Representative, 2002-2004; Adams
County Commissioner, 1979-1983; RTD Board, 19992002; Westminster Council, 2007-2015; and Metropolitan Council District 5, 1983.
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Jefferson County Hall of Fame
Buffalo Bill
Legend still shapes Jeffco history

W

illiam F. “Buffalo Bill” Cody
was born Feb. 26, 1846, in
LeClaire, Iowa, but his family moved
to Leavenworth, KS, in 1854. Leavenworth, on the edge of the largely
unexplored Great Plains, became the
“jumping off” point for his Western experiences that laid the ground
work for his show, Buffalo Bill’s Wild
West.
Before he was 27, Cody had experienced “Bleeding Kansas,” the Civil
War, crossing the Plains in a wagon
train at age 11, the Pony Express,
trapping, cattle herding, the 1859
Colorado Gold Rush, scouting for the U.S Army during
the Indian Wars and buffalo hunting, the source of his
nickname.
His first visit to Golden was in 1859 when he passed
through the area on the way to the gold fields near Central
City. It was the first of many trips through the area that
would later become the Jefferson County we know today.
For 10 years, he appeared in plays about the West on stages
at places such as the Central City Opera House. Then in
1883, he created Buffalo Bill’s Wild West, a show that travelled all over the United States and most of Europe. His
background in the West, the Wild West show, the many
dime novels written about him and his prominence as one
of America’s first great celebrities made him a legendary
character who helped forge both the myths and realities of
the American West.
Buffalo Bill died Jan. 10, 1917, near downtown Denver.
On Jan. 14, he laid in state in the Colorado State Capitol
until his funeral, held that day at the Elks Lodge, Denver.
Before his death, he asked to be buried on Decoration Day
on Lookout Mountain, near Golden. In accordance with
his wishes, he was laid to rest June 3, 1917, on Lookout
Mountain. This year marks the 100th anniversary of his
death in Denver and burial in Golden.

From the moment Buffalo Bill was
laid to rest, his burial site became a
major attraction, drawing people to
Golden from all over the world. The
first airplane to fly over Golden did
so on its way to drop flowers onto his
grave. In 1921, the Pahaska Tepee,
offering visitor services and a museum, was opened by Buffalo Bill’s
foster son, Johnny Baker. In that first
year of operation, the Pahaska Tepee
and gravesite was visited by more
than 77,000 people.
The overall site, which includes the
museum, grave, Pahaska Tepee gift
shop and café, picnicking areas and the breathtaking view,
was visited by almost half a million people in 2016. Today,
the Buffalo Bill Grave and Museum consistently ranks in
the top 10 attractions in the Denver Metro Area. The site
is also the number two tourist attraction in Golden, states
“TripAdvisor.” It contributes to the number one ranking
of Lookout Mountain as a Golden attraction. A statute of
Buffalo Bill stands in the Center of Washington Avenue
in downtown Golden. Golden celebrates Buffalo Bill Days
annually, which attractions thousands of people to the city.
While Buffalo Bill never actually resided in Jefferson County during his life, he has resided here in death for the past
100 years. During these years, he has attracted millions of
people to Jefferson County, who, in turn, bring millions
of dollars to the local economy. In a very real sense, he has
had an impact on the cultural, political, industrial, public
service and educational life of the county.
Buffalo Bill truly shaped the history of Jefferson County.
His ongoing presence, even in death, will continue to
shape the county’s future. William F. “Buffalo Bill” Cody
was elected to the Jefferson County Historical Commission
Hall of Fame in October 2017.
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Denver Parks and Recreation and
Denver Mountain Parks Foundation
Norm and Ethel Meyer Award for Historic Preservation in Jefferson County

S

ince 2010, the Jefferson County Historical
Commission has given the Norm and Ethel Meyer Award to individuals and organizations to recognize special contributions to the
preservation of Jefferson County’s historical resources. The Award is named after Norman and
Ethel Meyer, who worked tirelessly to preserve
the evidence and structures of Jefferson County’s
ranching history. The results of their efforts can
be seen today in Jefferson County Open Space’s
Meyer Ranch Park.
Early Denver
Mountain Parks
Postcard
Denver Mountain Parks

This year, JCHC is pleased to give the Award to
Denver Parks and Recreation and the Denver
Mountain Parks Foundation (DMPF) for their
work with Denver Mountain Parks – some located in the Jefferson County foothills.

by Lee Katherine Goldstein

History of Denver Mountain Parks
At the turn of the century, Denver was a growing city with an increasingly industrial presence.
Little thought was given to city planning until
Robert Walter Speer was elected Mayor in 1904.
Mayor Speer brought the urban planning philosophies of the City Beautiful Movement to Denver and set about planning for the city’s future.
Parks and, more particularly, the Denver Mountain Parks grew out of Mayor Speer’s plans to
guide Denver’s growth into a beautiful clean city
with landscaped parks, trees, monuments and
views of the mountains. Denver hired a team
of well-known architects and planners to design what would become the Denver Mountain
Parks system, including nationally recognized
landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr.;
Denver landscape architect, Saco Rienk DeBoer;
and prominent Denver architects, Fisher and
Fisher, Jules Jacques Benois Benedict and Burnham Hoyt.
From 1912 to 1941, Denver purchased land and
created 31 named parks and 16 unnamed parcels.
The first Mountain Park to open was Genesee
Park in 1913. The building of roads and byways,
including the breathtaking Lariat Loop which
climbs up Lookout Mountain, provided Denver
residents with access to these scenic parks. The
Mountain Parks provided “refreshment” to Denver residents, giving them a place to escape from
the crowded, noisy city which became unbearably hot during the summer months.
Today, Denver Mountain Parks encompass
14,141 acres of land with 22 developed parks and
24 conservation/wilderness areas. Notable parks
within Jefferson County include Genesee Park
(the largest Denver Mountain Park), Red Rocks
Park, Corwina Park, Dedisse Park and Lookout
Mountain Park. Genesee Park is home to Denver’s beloved Bison herd, which has inhabited
the park since 1917 and can sometimes be seen
from I-70. A second herd, which lives in Daniels
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Park (Douglas County), was established in 1939
from the Genesee herd. Lookout Mountain Park
is the site of the grave of William “Buffalo Bill”
Cody and the Buffalo Bill Museum, a major
area tourist attraction. Red Rocks Park boasts a
naturally occurring, acoustically perfect amphitheater which has become a world class concert
venue. Many of the parks have historic structures
including picnic shelters and well houses. Other
parcels of land were purchased solely to preserve
the view of the mountains from Denver and are
not accessible to the public. Denver Mountain
Parks system was listed on the National Register
of Historic Places in 1990.

Denver Parks and Recreation, DMPF
- public/private partnership restores,
improves parks
Since the creation of Denver Mountain Parks,
the parks have had to compete for limited resources with Denver’s many other parks and recreation areas. As of 2008, the Mountain Parks
accounted for 70 percent of Denver’s 20,000acre park system; but they were only allocated
1 percent of Denver Parks and Recreation’s operating budget and 3 percent of its capital improvement budget. So, the parks have suffered
from lack of maintenance and have seen little
improvement over the years.

Shelter at Corwina
park. The structure
originally had
an awning (top
photo) which
had deteriorated
(second photo).
The structure and
its awning were
rehabilitated by
Denver staff using
locally harvested
timber (third and
fourth photos.
Denver Mountain Parks
(top, third and fourth
photos), Denver Public
Library Western History
Collection X-20474
(second photo)

In 2004, W. Bart Berger created DMPF, a nonprofit foundation whose mission is to restore the
historical integrity, relevance, quality and appreciation for Denver’s Mountain Parks system, to
advocate for it and to ensure its future as a recreational, educational and open space resource
for the City of Denver, its citizens, neighbors
and visitors. Denver Parks and Recreation and
DMPF have formed a public/private partnership, working together to improve the parks
and restore their historic structures. DMPF
raises funds and provides public education to
assist Denver in making capital improvements
including repair and rehabilitation of historic
structures, creation of interpretive signs, and
improvements to trails. Denver Parks and Recreation brings its budgeted funds and provides
professional staff to plan, design and implement
the improvements.
Historically Jeffco 2017
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Park is also slated for repair and restoration. To
date, restoration work has been completed on
the Chief Hosa Shelter, the Patrick House in
Genesee Park and shelters in Newton Park. The
team has also worked to create a new logo for
the Denver Mountain Parks and is working on
interpretive signs and maps for the parks.

Looking to the future of Mountain Parks
Denver Parks and Recreation and DMPF are
seeking innovative and cost effective ways to
continue to restore and preserve the parks and
their structures into the future. One example is a
creative use for the Civilian Conservation Corps
Camp in Red Rocks Park. The CCC built the
camp near Morrison to house men and equipment while they worked on nearby projects including the amphitheater in Red Rocks Park.
The camp was used by the CCC from approximately 1935 to 1941. Although the buildings
have been used by Denver since that time, most
have sat vacant.
Shelter at Fillius
Park. Top: Original
structure in the
1930s
Denver Public Library
Western History
Collection X-20462

Bottom: Post
restoration
Denver Mountain Parks

As part of its commitment to restoring the parks,
Denver Parks and Recreation has assigned a fulltime planner to focus on the Mountain Parks.
Through the efforts of Berger and DMPF’s volunteer board of directors, DMPF has launched
a capital campaign to raise $1.5 million for park
restoration and improvements. Part of this campaign has included the creation and release of
a video, “100 Years of the Magnificent Dream,”
and the publication of a book with renowned
landscape photographer John Fielder called Denver Mountain Parks – 100 Years of the Magnificent
Dream. The book includes an extensive history of
the parks, written by Wendy Rex-Atzet; Sally L.
White, a member of Jefferson County Historical
Commission’s Hall of Fame; Erika D. Walker;
W. Bart Berger, chairman of the DMPF Board
of Directors; foreword by historian Thomas J.
Noel; and photography by John Fielder and W.
Bart Berger. Proceeds from book sales help fund
the restoration efforts and improvements.
Denver Parks and Recreation and DMPF have
created a plan to restore 13 historic structures,
including well houses in Bergen Park, Little Park
and Filius Park and shelters in Genesee Park and
Corwina Park. The iconic chimney in O’Fallon
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Denver Parks and Recreation and DMPF are exploring a joint venture with HistoriCorps which
would provide office space for HistoriCorps in
an old barracks at the CCC camp. In return for
the use of the building, HistoriCorps would provide labor to renovate the barracks and skilled
repair and renovation work on other structures
within the Mountain Parks. HistoriCorps would
also recruit and train local teens to assist in restoration of historic structures, providing them
with hands-on experience and instilling a sense
of connection to history and appreciation for
historic preservation.
The Jefferson County Historical Commission
applauds the work of Denver Parks and Recreation and DMPF and wishes them ongoing
success in restoring and preserving the Denver
Mountain Parks.
Works cited:
Denver Mountain Parks Multiple Property Listing, National Register
of Historic Places Multiple Property Documentation Submission
form, April 3, 1990.
Denver Mountain Parks, Master Plan (2008), https://www.
denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/747/documents/
planning/master_plans/MountainPark_MasterPlan.pdf
Denver Mountain Parks – 100 Years of the Magnificent Dream,
Wendy Rex-Atzet, Sally L. White, Erika D. Walker, W. Bart Berger,
Thomas J. Noel and John Fielder
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Romano Residence, Golden, named to National Register

T

he Romano Residence, 16300 S. Golden Road,
one of Jefferson County’s most exceptionally preserved historic places, was designated on the National Register of Historic Places on Sept. 26, 2016. Long
a landmark along South Golden Road, it was recognized
by the Department of the Interior for being a highly intact
and unusually well preserved example of its architectural
style and as a jewel of its local architectural movement,
Golden Rustic. It is also important for being the home of
prominent Italian immigrants Samuel and Albina Romano
and continues to be in the hands of the family after nearly
90 years.
This home was originally built in 1924 by Capt. Leo Rundstein. Possibly the highest-ranking officer at neighboring
Camp George West, he built the home, like camp buildings, out of local fieldstone and cobblestone. He created
it as a high style rustic Craftsman Bungalow, including
a low-pitched gable roof, exposed rafter tails, full-width
front porch under extension of the main roof, battered
porch piers, multi-pane windows and deeply overhanging
bracketed eaves. He made it quite artistic including a wraparound front porch with an east side wood pergola, wood
shingle siding and diamond windows. Rundstein also built
an accompanying stone outbuilding and stone arch driveway entrance.
In 1925 the dismantled logs of Golden’s first building, the
Boston Company store, were moved to the Rundstein land
to the east of the home near Rock Rest, where they were
reassembled to become the Old Homestead Restaurant operated by a tenant. In February 1927, Leo and his wife,
Helen M. Rundstein, sold the spread to Emery
John and Mary E. Barlock. An immigrant
couple, Mary was from Yugoslavia and
Emery from Budapest, AustriaHungary; and they lived here
with their children, Emery
Jr. and Elmer H. The elder
Emery was well known
in Golden as the first
person to open a cash
store. As a side business, he began a

by Richard Gardner

small mink ranch on this property, beginning its long and
significant association with the fur trade.
Samuel and Albina Romano purchased this property on
Feb. 7, 1929. Samuel originally came to America in 1908
from Castelpizzuto, Italy. He married Albina, a Colorado
native, and they lived in North Denver where they ran a
small grocery store. The Romanos were drawn to Pleasant
View and this property for the sole purpose of having its
mink ranch, which they converted to silver fox. In 1929,
they also built the Golden Market next door, a glazed brick
storefront grocery building still standing well preserved to
the west at 16350 S. Golden Road. They operated this
store for many years serving the residents of Pleasant View
and travelers on South Golden Road. Upon their spread,
they operated the La Romana fur ranch, initially raising
silver fox for about five years and then exclusively mink for
approximately the next 30 years.
At this home Samuel and Albina lived with children
Emma, Sylvia and Americo, who became popular musicians broadcast on KOA radio. The Romanos became part
of the small but noteworthy Italian community in Golden,
upon which Samuel made a big impression when he imported a life-sized statue of St. Francis Xavier Cabrini from
Italy and gave it to St. Joseph’s Catholic Church, where it
resides today. In 1930, likely drawing upon the fur ranch
identity, Samuel operated the Fox Trot Inn on their land.
The Old Homestead Restaurant continued operating on
their property, being a popular restaurant, grocery
and anchor to the Homestead Cottage Camp.
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It was operated by tenant Preston Howard as of 1938
and continued until it was destroyed by fire on Dec.
14, 1942. Its cottage court, later known as Mountain Edge Court, remains today at 16100 S. Golden
Road. An original 1859 window from the Boston
Company store, with sash made by company member Joe Bird and glass taken by ox wagon across the
plains by the company, survives today, having been
donated to the Colorado Historical Society in 1906
by onetime Jefferson County Commissioner John
Nicholls.

This 1930s photo
shows Samuel and
Albina Romano and
son, Americo, at
their house.
Romano Family
Collection

Near the end of the 1960s and with the decline in
the fur industry, the Romanos retired and began
selling portions of their ranch, ultimately trimming it down to the original home place. However,
their home remained little changed, literally a time
capsule of its 1920s-era self. Inside it includes the
original brick fireplace, wood and historic linoleum
floors, lighting fixtures, complete original porcelain
fixture bathroom, original furnace in the basement
and more. Inside the preserved outbuilding, the rare
collection of fur farm equipment remains today.

The Romano Residence is important as an
example of the “Golden Rustic” architectural movement of the 1910s to 1940s, which
comprises a distinctive collection of buildings
and structures in the Pleasant View, Golden,
Fairmount and west Lakewood areas. These
are designed in styles relating to the Arts &
Crafts movement and prominently feature
local rustic native materials including wood
and locally collected fieldstone and cobblestone. This collection ranges from houses
to archways to military buildings. It began
with the Armory in downtown Golden and
includes other designated landmarks such
as Camp George West, Golden Chateau,
Golden Tourist Park, Rock Rest and Lone
Arch at Denver West Village.
As a high version of this style, the Romano
home likely played a role in the interest and
growth of the style. Often noticed in the
community, these buildings and structures
have no common architect, builder or developer. They represent a grassroots localized
architectural movement in their own right,
featuring rusticated native stone and wood
residential, commercial and military buildings including bungalows, cabins, offices,
storage facilities, depots, gateway arches,
dance halls and more. The Romano house is
one of the most intact examples of all these
buildings and structures due to its excellent
state of preservation. It was among the very
first Jefferson County Landmarks designated on Sept. 8, 2003.
Today the Romano Residence resides in
the hands of descendant and Judge Sabino
E. Romano. Significant in his own right,
Romano was a private attorney from 19741983, after which he was appointed Arapahoe County Court Magistrate. In December 1986, he was appointed as an Adams
County Judge, hearing civil and criminal
cases and serving in the civil division since
1993. Judge Romano has now served more
than 30 years on the bench. In the future he
intends to spend much of his time at this
home which he has carefully preserved inside and out, and which remains beloved to
him and the extended Romano family.
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Octagonal Barn
2017 Jefferson County Landmark

A

long Old Bergen Parkway in Evergreen
(originally the route of the Mount Vernon Toll Road of 1859) sits an octagonal log barn, now occupied by the Blue Quill
Angler retail store. The barn was constructed
around 1927 by local builder Al Rugg for the
three Johnson brothers – George, Oscar and
Ted – who owned the former Bergen and Strain
properties. The octagonal shape of the building
meant that the builder had to carefully plan to
cut and notch the logs with precision. The barn
design was said to echo Swedish building techniques. Other historic octagonal structures in
the Evergreen area include portions of Hiwan
Museum located in Hiwan Heritage Park, Keys
on the Green restaurant and golf clubhouse at
Evergreen Golf Course, the Octagon House in
Indian Hills and the Echo Lake Lodge on the
road to Mount Evans.
The brothers used the barn as their blacksmith
and repair shop and as a cattle barn, and they
were the first in the area to have a threshing machine and Titan tractor. George was employed by

by John Steinle

Denver Mountain Parks to maintain the Squaw
Mountain road. In an outside cage, they kept a
pet bear which locals and tourists would stop by
and feed. The brothers helped many local ranchers with their harvesters and tractors and with
repairs and blacksmithing. During the Hiwan
Ranch years, the barn may have been used by
the Buchanans as a show barn for cattle auctions.
The barn is significant through its association
with former historic landowners in the area –
the Bergen, Johnson and Buchanan families – as
well as through its distinctive octagonal architecture which mirrors Swedish vernacular architectural forms.
Also significant is
its association with
the agricultural and
ranching lifestyle
of early Jefferson
County. It is one of
the few remaining
examples of octagonal architecture in
the County.

Octagonal Barn in
Evergreen
Jefferson County
Historical Society
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Jefferson County

The Jefferson County Historical Commission (JCHC)
was established by the Board of County Commissioners
(BCC) in 1974. JCHC members are citizen volunteers appointed by the BCC and equally represent all areas of the
county. JCHC’s mission is to preserve, protect and celebrate
Jefferson County’s heritage. We encourage you to get involved and help us meet our mission goals.

The Emeritus Program recognizes selected retired JCHC members for their JCHC community service, offices held during their
tenure on JCHC and their outstanding support of JCHC historical and educational programs. Emeritus membership is a lifetime
honorary status; honorees are not eligible to hold office but may
serve on committees, participate in JCHC activities and help advance its mission.

Programs and Projects
Historically Jeffco magazine is produced annually by JCHC
with each year’s edition released in October. Ideas for articles
and submissions from the public are always welcome. Historically Jeffco is available free of charge to members of Jefferson
County historical societies, schools and libraries. Back copies
of the magazine may be acquired for a $5 donation at Jeffco
Planning and Zoning and the Jeffco Archives. The JCHC
website provides downloadable copies of the magazine dating back to 1988. http://jeffco.us/historical-commission

The Placenames Directory is a database containing historical information about names and places associated with the County’s
history. The database contains more than 3,000 records and is
available at http://jeffco.us/placenames.

The Writers’ Award Program is an annual contest for writers of articles relating to the history of Jefferson County.
Winners receive a cash award at the Annual Hall of Fame
Ceremony and may be published in Historically Jeffco magazine.
The Historic Preservation Symposium is an annual event
where JCHC partners with a host community to meet and
discuss topics of current interest in the historic preservation
community.
The Landmark Program is a voluntary program that encourages County residents to nominate, with the property
owners’ consent, significant historic sites, structures or districts for Jefferson County Landmark status. Jeffco Landmarks are recognized at the Annual Hall of Fame Awards
Ceremony with a Certificate of Designation. The nominated
Landmark owner is also eligible to participate in the Landmark plaque program.
The Norm and Ethel Meyer Award for Historic Preservation recognizes individuals, groups, private and public businesses and organizations that have made significant contributions to the preservation of Jefferson County’s historical
resources. The Meyer Award is presented at the Annual Hall
of Fame Awards Ceremony.
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Friends of the Jefferson County Historical Commission
Friends of the Jefferson County Historical Commission is a separate entity formed to raise money to assist with JCHC goals and
programs. Donations have come from a variety of engagements
including the Good News Breakfast award, the Opening of the
West Line, honorariums for speaking on behalf of JCHC and
donations from groups that received back issues of Historically
Jeffco. Donations to the Friends of the JCHC are tax deductible.
The Tax ID number is 45-26 38972.
HistoricJeffco.org
The HistoricJeffco.org website provides downloadable copies of
all issues of Historically Jeffco magazine as well as direct links to
most historical societies, museums, resource pages, city and county information and other sources for historical information.
Contacting JCHC
Contact JCHC through the Jefferson County Planning and
Zoning Division, which provides support for JCHC, as does the
Archives Office (IT Services). The JCHC website http://jeffco.
us/historical-commission has information on JCHC’s activities
plus applications for JCHC membership and all forms, minutes
and agendas. For additional JCHC information, please contact
Dennis Dempsey at 303-271-8734 or email ddempsey@jeffco.
us. Send mail to JCHC c/o Planning and Zoning, 100 Jefferson County Parkway, Suite 3550, Golden, CO 80419 or email
historicalcommission@jeffco.us. Find us on Facebook at Jefferson
County CO Historical Commission. For information about the
Jefferson County Archives, contact Archivist Ronda Frazier at archivist@jeffco.us, call 303-271-8448 or visit the website at http://
jeffco.us/archives/.

2017 Jeffco Historical Commission Members

Deborah Andrews, 2000 – Founder Andrews and
Anderson Architecture specializing in Historic
Preservation. Lives on Lookout Mountain.

Margaret Chapman, 2007 – Editor, Historically Jeffco.
Jefferson County Public Trustee 2007–present. Bachelor
of Journalism, University of Missouri School of Journalism. Lives in unincorporated Jefferson County.

Lee Katherine Goldstein, 2016 – Vice Chair.
Attorney at Fairfield and Woods, PC, in Denver.
Researches and writes about Jefferson County
history. Lives in Genesee.

Richard Gardner, 2005 – Past President of Golden
Landmarks Association. M.A. in History from the
University of Colorado at Denver. Lives in Golden.

Richard Scudder, 2017 – Former Professor and
Associate Dean in the Daniels College of Business
at the University of Denver. Ph. D. in Educational
Technology. Lives at Shaffers Crossing.

Bonnie Scudder, 2015 – Chair: Judges’ Wall Committee. 5th generation Coloradan, former teacher,
administrator; Ph.D. University of Colorado. Author,
historian and resident of Shaffers Crossing in Pine.

Steve Engle, 2017 – Board member Historic
Rockland Church & Cemetery. M.A. Public History,
Artifact Interpretation, University of Colorado,
Denver. Lives in Genesee.

John Steinle, 2017 – Former History Education Supervisor and Region Supervisor, Jeffco Open Space.
M.A. Museum & Archival Management, Wright State
University (Ohio). Lives in Arvada.

Emeritus Members
Robert Briggs, 2009-2011
Erlene Hulsey-Lutz, 1986-2010*
Norman Meyer, 1986-2010*
Dave Nelson, 2008-2012
Kathryn Ordway, 2006-2011
Jack Raven, 1997-2011
Milly Roeder, 1995-2013
Burdette “Bud” Weare, 2003-2012
Nina Kite, 2004-2015
Stan Moore, 2004-2008
Rita Peterson, 1981 – Chair of the Hall of Fame
and Writers’ Award. Member, Board of Directors,
Senior Resource Center. Lives in Lakewood.

Cynthia Shaw, 2010 – Chair. Director, Boettcher
Mansion. Founder of the Colorado Arts & Crafts
Society. M.A., Architectural History & Preservation
(University of Virginia). Lives in Arvada.

Commission Staff

Dennis Dempsey

Leda Thaler, 2016 – Former marketing and
communications director. B.S. Journalism, M.B.A.
Volunteer at Lakewood Heritage Center. Lives in
Lakewood.

* Deceased

County Commissioners

Ronda Frazier

Libby Szabo , District 1

Casey Tighe , District 2

Donald Rosier , District 3
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